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Light carries momentum, which can be transferred to an object upon reflection

or absorption. The resulting force per unit area from light, so called radiation pres-

sure, is rather weak but can have macroscopic consequences. For example, sunlight

imparts momentum on dust particles causing a comet’s tail to be directed away

from the sun. In a microscopic world, micro/nano-mechanical transducers have be-

come sensitive enough that radiation pressure can influence them greatly. However,

photothermal effects often accompany and overwhelm the radiation pressure, com-

plicating its measurement. In this thesis, we first show a quantitative measurement

of the radiation force on an uncoated silicon nitride microcantilever in an ambient

condition. We identify and separate the radiation pressure and photothermal effects

through an analysis of the cantilever’s frequency response. Further, we demonstrate

the first measurement of a wavelength-dependent radiation pressure due to optical

interference in a silicon microcantilever. We utilize an in-situ optical transmission

measurement at the excitation position to determine the local optical properties.



Another interesting application of radiation pressure is a solar sail. Solar sails

use solar radiation pressure for propulsion and offer an opportunity for propellant-

free space travel, enabling long-term and long-distance missions that are impossible

with traditional methods. Although solar sail propulsion alleviates the need to

carry chemical fuel, attitude control and steering are still performed using traditional

methods involving reaction wheels and propellant ejection. In the second part of the

thesis, we present a steerable solar sail concept based on a polymer dispersed liquid

crystal (PDLC) device that switches between transparent and scattering states,

enabling attitude control without mechanically moving parts or chemical propellant.

Devices are fabricated and characterized (transmission, reflection, absorption and

scattering) over the visible and near infrared range of the solar spectrum (400 nm

- 1100 nm) and are found to outperform previous designs by more than a factor

of four in terms of over-all weighted momentum switchablility between on and off

states. Devices require no power in the diffusely reflective state and dissipate less

than 0.5 mW/cm2 while in the on state, showing great potential as a low-power

switching mechanism for solar sail attitude control.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 A brief history of radiation pressure

Light carries momentum, which can be transferred to an object upon reflection

or absorption. The resulting force per unit area from light, so called radiation

pressure, is rather weak but can have macroscopic consequences. For example,

sunlight imparts momentum on dust particles causing a comets tail to be directed

away from the sun, as first suggested by German astronomer Johannes Kepler in

1619 [1, 2]. James Clerk Maxwell first deduced and predicted that light carries

momentum based on his wave theory of electromagnetism [3].

In the same year, chemist Sir William Crookes invented the famous “Crookes

radiometer”, also known as “light mill” [4]. It consist of a glass bulb with partial

vacuum, inside which is a set of vanes able to spin around a spindle. One side of

each vane is black and the other side is silver. The vanes rotate upon illumination

and rotate faster as light intensity increases. Crookes suggested that this was the

evidence of radiation pressure and was first supported by Maxwell who thought

the radiometer as a confirmation of his theory. However, it turned out that it was

the black sides of the vanes, not the silver sides that got pushed away from the

light source, exactly opposite to what could have been caused by radiation pressure.
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Because the silver side is close to a perfect reflector and the black side is close

to a perfect absorber, momentum transfer on the silver side should be larger than

that on the black side, pushing the silver side away from light if it was caused by

radiation pressure. It seemed reasonable, in this case, to suspect that the darker

side heated up, causing a higher pressure, which rotated the vanes. However, this

idea was soon rejected by Maxwell based on his analysis that proved equal pressures

on both sides of the vane [4]. The final piece of puzzle was provided qualitatively by

Osborne Reynolds in 1879 by his theory of “thermal transpiration” [5]. According

to Reynolds, the net force is generated on the edges of the vanes, not the surface,

when hotter molecules from the black side strike the edges obliquely and impart

a higher force than the colder molecules on the silver side [6]. Maxwell was the

referee for Reynolds unpublished paper and soon adopted the idea and made his own

mathematical derivation, and his paper was published shortly before his death [7].

A precise measurement of radiation pressure was conducted independently by

Lebedev in 1901 [8] and Nichols and Hull in 1903 [9]. Nichols and Hull conducted

the experiment using a radiometer with small silvered glass mirrors suspended in the

manner of a torsion balance and were able to obtain an agreement between observed

and computed radiation pressures within about 0.6% [10].

With the development of quantum mechanics, the momentum of light could be

described more simply through the notion of photons, exploiting the particle aspect

of wave-particle duality of light. The momentum of a photon in vacuum is given by
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the De Broglie’s relationship:

p =
h

λ
=
h̄ω

c
, (1.1)

where h is the Plank constant and λ is the vacuum wavelength of light. Momentum

transfer takes place when light is either reflected or absorbed by an object. Twice

the original photon momentum is transferred to the object if it is a perfect reflector

(p = 2h/λ) and if the object is a perfect absorber, its final momentums is equal to

that of the original photon (p = h/λ) (Figure 1.1).
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−ℎ/λ
2ℎ/λ ℎ/λ ℎ/λ
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of the photon momentum transfer process for a perfect re-
flector and a perfect absorber.

For a laser beam with power P normally incident on a flat surface with re-

flectivity R and absorptivity A, the number of photons per unit time hitting the

surface is:

dN

dt
=

P

hc/λ
. (1.2)

Thus the radiation pressure exerted on the surface is:

Frp = (2R + A)p
dN

dt
=

(2R + A)P

c
. (1.3)
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1.2 The Abraham-Minkowski controversy

Since the early 1900s, two proposals for the momentum of light in dielectric

media have led to a century-long controversy [1]. In 1908, Minkowski proposed a

formalism for the electromagnetic momentum density in a medium that is equivalent

to a photon momentum of:

pM =
nh̄ω

c
= npvac, (1.4)

where n is the phase refractive index in the medium, h̄ω is the photon energy and

pvac is the photon momentum in vacuum. A year later, Abraham proposed another

formalism that resulted in a photon momentum of:

pA =
h̄ω

nc
=
pvac
n
, (1.5)

i.e. the photon momentum is decreased by a factor of 1
n
. A simple explanation

of Minkowski’s argument roots from wave-particle duality. Inside a medium with

dielectric index of n, the wavelength of light is decreased to λ = λ0/n. Using the De

Broglie relation, the particle’s momentum is pM = h/λ = nh/λ = nh̄ω/c = npvac.

Abraham’s argument, on the other hand, can be framed in Einstein’s relativity

theory. The energy-mass equivalence formula E = mc2 implies an effective pho-

ton mass m = E/c2. Because the photon’s velocity is reduced upon entering a

medium by a factor of 1/n, the momentum is subsequently reduced: pA = mv =

(E/c2)(c/n) = h̄ω/nc = pvac/n. Thus far, various experiments have claimed to sup-

port both Minkowski’s description and Abraham’s description [11–16], leading to a
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number of theoretical attempts at a resolution and controversies [17,18]. Meanwhile,

many physicists believe that the Abraham-Minkowski debate is about how an elec-

tromechanical system can be partitioned into “electromagnetic” and “mechanical”

subsystems, i.e. field momentum and material momentum [19–21].

1.2.1 The classical electromagnetic picture

Although quantum theory conveniently produces momenta carried by single

photons, radiation pressure is a classical effect and the controversy started when

quantum theory had not been fully developed. So it is more insightful to look clas-

sically at the origins of the controversy. Just like the energy continuity equation

that relates the energy density and energy flux density (Poynting vector), momen-

tum density and momentum flux density also follow the conservation equation (in

vacuum) [22]:

d

dt
(~Pmech + ~Pfield)i =

∑
j

∫
V

∂

∂xj
Tijd

3x, (1.6)

where the subscripts i, j represent the coordinate components, Tij is the Maxwell

stress tensor, which represents the momentum flux density, ~Pmech is the total mo-

menta of all the charges and currents within the integration volume, and ~Pfield is

the momentum of the electromagnetic wave in vacuum:

~Pfield = ε0

∫
V

~E × ~Bd3x, (1.7)
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which means the electromagnetic momentum density in vacuum is:

~gvac = ε0 ~E × ~B. (1.8)

The force acting on the charges and currents within the integration volume can be

calculated directly through the Lorentz force:

~F =
~Pmech
dt

=
∫
V

(ρ ~E + ~J × ~B)d3x. (1.9)

Alternatively, the force can also be calculated from Equation 1.6, which leads to a

force density:

(~fvac)i =
3∑
j=1

∂Tij
∂xj
− (

∂~gvac
∂t

)i, (1.10)

In a dielectric medium, Equation 1.6 still holds with a stress tensor different

from that in vacuum [20]:

Tmij =
1

2
δij ~E · ~D − EiDj +

1

2
δij ~B · ~H −BiHj. (1.11)

However, the partition between the field momentum and mechanical momentum is

more complicated. Minkowski defined the field momentum density as:

~gM = ~D × ~B, (1.12)
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while Abraham defined the field momentum as:

~gA =
1

c2
~E × ~H. (1.13)

Analogous to Equation 1.10, the force density acting on the medium, assuming that

the field has the Minkowski momentum density form, is given by [20]:

(~fM)i =
3∑
j=1

∂Tmij
∂xj

− (
∂~gM
∂t

)i, (1.14)

while the force density acting on the medium, assuming that the field has the Abra-

ham momentum density form, is given by:

(~fA)i =
3∑
j=1

∂Tmij
∂xj

− (
∂~gA
∂t

)i. (1.15)

This indicates that the force acting on the medium is different for the two forms of

the momentum density definition. The difference ~fA is called the Abraham force

density, given by [21]:

~fA = ~fA − ~fM =
∂~gM
∂t
− ∂~gA

∂t
=

1

c2
(n2 − 1)

∂

∂t
( ~E × ~H). (1.16)

~fM is called the Lorentz force density and for an isotropic medium that is free of

free electrons (ρ) and current sources ( ~J), it reduces to [21]:

~fM = −1

2
ε0E

2∇n2, (1.17)
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which is also the total force density given by Minkowski. Alternatively, the total

force density given by Abraham is:

~fA = −1

2
ε0E

2∇n2 + ~fA. (1.18)

While there are many theoretical works discussing these differences [14,17–21],

there have been only limited experimental demonstrations [12, 13, 15, 16]. Perhaps

more interestingly, there is evidence in support of both momentum forms as de-

scribed in the following subsections.

1.2.2 Experiments supporting Minkowski’s description

The first experiment that supports Minkowski momentum was conducted by

Jones and Richard in 1954 [11]. They measured the recoil of a metal vane mounted

on a torsional suspension upon illumination when the vane is immersed in liquids

and in air. The deflection of the vane was detected by an optical level. They found

that the ratio of deflection in liquids to that in air is equal to the refractive index

of the liquid for six of the liquids. The precision of the measurement was further

improved by Jones and Leslie in 1978 [12].

In 1980, Gibson et al. studied the radiation pressure in dense medium through

the photon drag effect in silicon and germanium [23]. The photon drag effect happens

when the light momentum absorbed in semiconductor materials are transfered to

electrons in conduction or valence bands. When the semiconductor material is long

in the incident light direction, in the open-circuit condition, a noticeable potential
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difference will exist across the two ends. At sufficiently long wavelengths the effect

is independent of the semiconductor band structure and depends on the radiation

pressure in the dielectric. In their experiment, Gibson et al. used radiation with

wavelengths varying from far infrared (28 µm) to millimerter wave (1.2 mm) and

the photon drag effects agree with the Minkowski momentum prediction in the long

wavelength limit.

In 2005, Campbell et al. measured the photon recoil momentum in a Bose-

Einstein condensate (BEC), a diluted medium cooled to nearly absolute zero tem-

perature [13]. They illuminated the atoms with two beams of light travelling in

opposite directions, forming a standing wave. When the atoms absorb the photons,

the momentum transfer could be inferred from the interference fringes of the atom

waves. The recoil momentum for absorbing the photon indicated agreement with

Minkowski’s description of the momentum.

1.2.3 Experiments supporting Abraham momentum

Experiments supporting the Abraham momentum are even rarer and more

controversial. The first compelling case is the Balazs “thought experiment” back in

1953 [14]. The concept consists of a transparent slab that is initially at rest and has

perfect antireflection coatings at the entrance and exit facets. When a plane-wave

light pulse enters the slab, its velocity reduces to c/n, which must be compensated by

a movement of the slab in the same direction with the light propagation, leaving the

Abraham momentum the only plausible form to satisfy the momentum conservation
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and center-of-mass theorems at the same time [20,24].

The smoking gun to the A-M controversy lies in the existence of the time-

varying Abraham force. The only experiment that successfully measured this to my

knowledge was conducted by Walker et al. in 1975 with a quasi-static electromag-

netic field of 0.3 Hz [15]. The experiment was performed by suspending a disk of

high dielectric constant material, barium titanate, creating a torsional pendulum.

A fixed magnetic field was maintained parallel to the normal axis of the disk (ver-

tical), and a time-varying radial electric field was applied between the center and

outer shell of disk. This generated an Abraham force that provided a torque that

rotated the disk. Although this experiment was conducted at a low frequency rather

than at optical frequencies using a similar fashion, it shows a very nice example of

the existence of Abraham force based Abraham’s description of the light momen-

tum, which is perhaps more convincing than the previously mentioned experiments

that supported Minkowski’s description.

Modern experiments that claim to have observed the Abraham momentum are

more controversial. She et al. observed the recoil pattern of a nano fiber filament

when light exited and concluded that it could only be caused if light follows the

Abraham momentum inside the fiber [16]. The experimental result seems simple

and straight forward. The upward recoil seen in the experiment indeed could not

be explained by just the Lorentz force because of the sign of the Lorentz force is

opposite to what is observed in the experiment. Abraham force does not average

out to zero because of the pulsed laser used in the experiment and it would be an

upward force when the pulse is leaving the fiber. However, the paper lacks essential
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quantitative analysis to back up the results. The recoil of the fiber end could be

caused by many other factors that have nothing to do with the photon momentum,

as suggested by Brevik [25] and Mansuripur [18].

1.2.4 Other experiments and conclusion

More recently, there were a couple of experiments that revisited the original

experiment of Ashkin and Dziedzic [26], with modified setups and more detailed

analysis [27, 28]. These experiments tried to measure the deformation of a liquid

surface when light shines from air into liquid. The results are mixed; both the

bulging and indenting of the liquid surfaces were observed. Interpretation of these

experiments is complicated because not only the momentum transfer is dependent

upon n, but also is the power transfer. It also involves complicated fluid dynamics

and thermal effects. Zhang et al. claimed that the Abraham momentum emerges

when the fluid is moving and the Minkowski momentum when the light is too focused

or the container too small to set the fluid into motion [28]. However, indenting of

the liquid surface could be caused just by the radiation pressure due to reflection at

the interface, so it is not a definitive evidence of the Abraham momentum.

It is worth mentioning that several experiments have been proposed to measure

the Abraham force at optical frequencies. The key principle behind these proposals

is to make the light pulse stay inside the medium as long as possible. Brevik et al.

proposed that by wrapping a long optical fiber around a cylindrical light-weight tor-

sion pendulum and launching a train of optical pulses into the long fiber, one should
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be able to detect a significant angular displacement along the light propagation di-

rection caused by the Abraham force. Or if the Abraham force does not exist, one

would observe the rotation in the opposite direction [29]. Labardi et al. suggested

measuring the Abraham force utilizing the atomic force microscopy cantilever. The

force is in the magnitude of P0ω0τ/c, where P0 is the laser power amplitude, ω0 is

the power modulation frequency, and τ is the transit time for light to travel through

the slab. This quantity is usually too small to measure, but if the speed of light can

slow down in the material, like in the frequency range within a material with strong

polaritonic effects, the force could be measurable [30].

The controversy surrounding the correct form of the momentum of light in

a medium has run for a century and will likely continue to inspire researchers to

develop new experimental and theoretical methodologies to tackle this problem.

Stronger theoretical arguments such as the symmetry of the energy-momentum ten-

sor and compatibility with the relativity theory favor Abraham’s momentum as the

real kinetic momentum of the electromagnetic field in a medium. Minkowski’s mo-

mentum, on the other hand is considered the canonical momentum [19], which is

the amount of momentum the field imparts to atoms or objects within a dielectric

medium. Consensus seems to have been reached between scientists, while lacking

support from convincing experiments.

Future experimental design should focus on measuring the Abraham force in

the optical frequencies. Reducing the radiation pressure at the medium interface

will help to separate out the Abraham force. Moreover, other side effects beside

momentum transfer should be carefully considered quantitatively before drawing a
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conclusion.

1.3 Radiation pressure in space: solar sails

The concept of radiation pressure for space propulsion has a long history in

both popular culture and as a next generation space technology [31, 32]. Most

space missions are limited by the amount of chemical propellant carried on board;

however, as an alternative, solar sails use solar radiation pressure as propulsion and

offer an opportunity for propellant-free space travel, enabling long-term and long-

distance missions that are impossible with traditional methods. Unlike the strong

but temporal acceleration provided by chemical rockets, the acceleration from solar

radiation pressure is small but continuous and can ultimately reach a much higher

speed [33]. Further, depending on how the sail is angled with respect to the sun,

solar radiation pressure can either increase or decrease its orbital velocity. Therefore,

solar sails are believed to be the only reasonable means of propulsion for deep space

interstellar travel. A solar sail is usually made of a large area light-weight substrate

with a highly reflective coating. The total solar radiant flux I0 at one astronomical

unit (AU) is 1361 W/m2, the maximum radiation pressure Pm (normal incidence on

a perfectly reflecting planar surface) is: Pm = 2I0/c = 9.08 µN/m2 where c is the

speed of light.

Serious attempts have been made to turn solar sail propelling from science

fiction to reality in the past decade. In June 2005, Cosmos 1, a project led by The

Planetary Society, was the first attempt to send a solar sail into orbit. However the
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submarine launched rocket failed to deliver the spacecraft into the orbit [34].

2010 became a milestone year in solar sail history. In May, JAXA (The

Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency) successfully launched IKAROS (Interplan-

etary Kite-craft Accelerated by Radiation of the Sun), the first-ever spacecraft to

use a solar sail for propulsion in space. Not only did IKAROS successfully deploy

its 170 m2 solar sail, it also achieved attitude control using reflection control devices

(RCD) attached on the sail [35]. A few month later, NASA’s NanoSail-D2 cubesat

solar sail spacecraft was successfully deployed in a low earth orbit. The sail is made

of an aluminum coated polymer, called CP-1, with a thickness of 7.5 µm and a

surface area of about 10 m2 [36].

After the success of the NanoSail project, NASA partnered with L’Garde and

to launch the Sunjammer project, which aimed at using solar sail technology to

propel the spacecraft to the Earth-Sun L1 Lagrangian point. From there, it would

be used to provide early detection and warning of the geomagnetic storms on the

Sun that can damage power and communication systems on earth and orbiting

spacecrafts. Although the mission was unfortunately canceled in October 2014,

L’Garde demonstrated the ability to make a 38 m × 38 m solar sail, a surface area

of 1444 m2. It was the largest solar sail made and tested in a vacuum chamber on

ground [37].

The Planetary Society followed the path of the Nanosail-D project in develop-

ing a smaller solar sail with cubesats as payload and started the LightSail project.

As a test flight, LightSail 1 (formerly LightSail-A), was launched on May 20th, 2015

from Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida to a low orbit. The solar sail was
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successfully deployed on June 7th, 2015. The orbit is so low that atmospheric drag

brought LightSail 1 down seven days after sail deployment [38]. The solar sail mea-

sures 5.6 m × 5.6 m, for a total surface area of 32 m2 of 4.5 µm thick aluminized

mylar film, which is the thinnest sail to be deployed in space [39]. Its successor,

LightSail 2 is scheduled to launch in March 2017 to a much higher orbit altitude of

500 miles (800 km). NASA also has a project called, Near-Earth Asteroid Scout,

which uses a solar sail to carry cubesats to collect data and is planned to launch in

2018 [40].

1.4 Radiation pressure in nanoscale devices

Thanks to the advancement of microelectronicmechanical systems (MEMS)

fabrication technology, micro/nano-mechanical transducers have become sensitive

enough that radiation pressure can influence them greatly. Radiation pressure is

of interest to many research areas at micro/nano scales, including active cooling of

mechanical resonators in cavity optomechanics [41–44], cantilever spring constant

calibration [45], enhanced radiation force in a microwave resonant unit [46], etc.

Thus, there is a need to better understand, measure and control radiation pressure

in both micro and macro systems.

1.5 Outline of Thesis

The thesis consists of two major parts. The first part consists of two radiation

pressure experiments and related findings about photothermal effects (Chapter 2-4).
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Chapter 2 first discusses a quantitative measurement of the radiation pressure using

a microcantilever in an ambient environment under a single wavelength illumina-

tion, followed by another experiment showing the wavelength-dependent radiation

pressure due to thin-film interference in a cantilever. Chapter 3 discusses cantilever

beam theory and how to turn a distributed force or moment into mode-dependent

effective forces so that their effects can be compared directly. Chapter 4 discusses

different mechanisms of photothermal bending and calculations of their magnitudes.

The second part of the thesis concentrates on switchable optical material and de-

vices in potential solar sail application (Chapter 5-6). Chapter 5 gives an overview

of current switchable optical materials and Chapter 6 focuses on our efforts in mak-

ing and characterizing polymer dispersed liquid crystal devices for the purpose of

switchable momentum transfer.

Chapter 2 is based on material published in D. Ma et al. ”Quantitative mea-

surement of radiation pressure on a microcantilever in ambient environment”, Appl.

Phys. Lett. 91107, 4 (2015) and D. Ma et al. ”Demonstration of wavelength-

dependent radiation pressure in silicon microcantilever due to thin film interfer-

ence”, (manuscript in preparation). Chapter 6 is based on material published in D.

Ma et al. ”Controllable propulsion by lightsteering a solar sail via tunable radiation

pressure”, Advanced Optical Materials (2017) (DOI:10.1002/adom.201600668).
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Chapter 2: Radiation pressure measurement

2.1 Quantitative radiation pressure measurement in ambient envi-

ronment

2.1.1 Background and motivation

Micromechanical systems such as microcantilevers and atomic force micro-

scope (AFM) detection scheme are an ideal platform for the study of radiation

pressure due to their high sensitivity and commercial availability. In order to ex-

plore the radiation pressure in more exotic material systems, it is important to be

able to first quantitatively measure radiation pressure on microresonators made of

simple, uniform materials, such as dielectrics (e.g. Si3N4) and semiconductors (e.g.

Si). However, this is not an easy task because quantitative measurements of ra-

diation pressure in micromechanical systems are often obscured by photothermal

effects [42, 47–49]. Compared with macroscopic resonators, microscopic mechan-

ical resonators have much shorter thermal time constants, ranging from tens of

milliseconds to tens of nanoseconds [41, 42, 48]. In order to mitigate photother-

mal effects, previous experiments required complex resonator designs consisting of

highly-reflective multilayer stacks deposited onto large customized cantilevers [45],
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micro-scale transfer of a mirror onto a microcantilever [41], and attachment of a gold

mass to a cantilever to increase the thermal time constant [50]. Earlier experiments

used a two-laser actuation technique and showed the dominance of radiation pres-

sure on uncoated cantilevers [51,52], but they lacked accurate quantitative agreement

with theory. Further, most measurements are performed in vacuum to avoid radio-

metric effects [53], which limit their applicability in micro-scale technologies that

operate under ambient conditions. In this chapter, we show an accurate measure-

ment of radiation pressure in an ambient environment on an uncoated silicon nitride

microcantilever. We estimate the photothermal contribution to the total measured

force, identify the bending direction of the cantilever, and compare experimental

results with theoretical calculations, finding agreement within the calculated errors.

2.1.2 Experimental approach

The apparatus used for measuring the radiation pressure consists of a modified

atomic force microscope (AFM), shown in Figure 2.1. We modified the system

(Asylum Research, Cypher) by introducing a second laser source (λ = 660 nm) into

the optical path and by focusing the light on the backside of the cantilever through

the same objective (20×) as the probe laser. The focused spot size is estimated to

be about 6 µm from the full-width-at-half-max of the beams Gaussian profile. This

laser is driven by a sinusoidal reference signal from a lock-in amplifier and is used

to excite the cantilever. The cantilever deflection is detected by a split-quadrant

photodetector using the optical lever method, and the amplitude and phase of the
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signal are determined by the lock-in amplifier. An uncoated rectangular silicon

nitride (SiNx) cantilever (Bruker, MLCT-O10, uncoated) is used in the experiment

to reduce photothermal effects caused by photon absorption. It lacks absorption

throughout the visible spectrum, and is free from bimorphic bending effects found

with coated cantilevers.

Experimental Setup

Dakang Ma Munday Lab 6

Figure 2.1: Experimental setup for measuring the radiation pressure. An external
laser (660 nm) is used to excite oscillation of the SiNx cantilever, and a probe laser
beam (860 nm) is used to detect the cantilever motion.

2.1.3 Results and analysis

The radiation pressure induced bending can be distinguished from photother-

mal bending by its frequency response and bending direction. While radiation pres-

sure is independent of modulation frequency, photothermal bending is not, due to
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its finite thermal relaxation time. The total effective photothermal force has a low

pass frequency response of the form [41]:

F pt
0 (ω) = F pt

0 (0) / (1 + iωτ) , (2.1)

where ω is the laser driving frequency, and τ is the photothermal characteristic time

constant. While the origin of the photothermal response is difficult to determine

in materials with little absorption (e.g. SiNx), the photothermal bending in our

experiment is likely due to the difference in thermal expansion coefficients between

the cantilever and the substrate chip, which is most pronounced when illumination

occurs near the base of the cantilever. Although the suspended cantilever is made

of silicon nitride only, the base of the cantilever sits atop a silicon oxide layer on a

silicon chip (Figure 2.1). In this geometry, the cantilever bends towards the silicon

substrate when heated [54], which corresponds to an upward bending in our setup,

opposite to that of the radiation pressure.

To determine the forces exerted on the cantilever, we measure the magnitude

and phase of the cantilever oscillation under sinusoidal external laser excitation

whose modulation frequency is swept across the fundamental resonance frequency

of the cantilever. Under this sinusoidal excitation, the force on cantilever has the

harmonic form:

F (t) = Re
[
F0 (ω) eiωt

]
. (2.2)

The measured amplitude and phase are then combined to form a complex
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amplitude phasor, which is fit to a modified damped harmonic oscillator model

incorporating the contribution from the radiation pressure and photothermal effects,

given by:

A (ω) =
Arp + Apt (0) / (1 + iωτ)

1− (ω/ω1)
2 + i (ω/ω1Q)

, (2.3)

where ω1 is cantilevers fundamental resonance frequency, and Arp and Apt(0) are

the amplitudes of the cantilever displacement at the free end due to the radiation

force and the effective photothermal force (i.e. the effective bending force resulting

from photothermal bending) at zero-frequency, respectively. Positive values of Arp

and Apt(0) indicate a downward bending, while negative values indicate an upward

bending according to our coordinate (Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.2: Frequency response of the cantilever under external illumination near
the base (a, b) and near the free end (c, d). When the excitation position x0
is near base (x0 = 5 µm) of the cantilever, the amplitude (a) and phase (b) of
the response are dominated by the photothermal component (note: the radiation
pressure component is too small to affect the total fit and is estimated from (c,
d). For excitation near the free end (x0 = 185 µm), the amplitude (c) and phase
(d) of the response are dominated by the radiation pressure. (e) An SEM image of
the cantilever and excitation positions (the x-axis is defined along the longitudinal
direction of the cantilever, the y-axis is along the width, and the origin is at base of
the cantilever).

The dominant driving mechanism (radiation pressure or photothermal) de-
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pends on the position of cantilever excitation. By controlling the laser excitation

position along the longitudinal direction of the cantilever, we determine the fre-

quency response of the cantilever at each position (Figure 2.2). The data are fit to

Equation (2.3) to determine the parameters describing the cantilevers response.

Arp (nm) Apt(0) (nm) τ (µs) f0 (Hz) Q

Near free end -0.813±0.002 2.53±0.05 186±4 17632±1 13.59±0.04

Near base -1e-4 18.7±0.1 31.1±0.3 17663±3 14.78±0.07

Table 2.1: Fitted photothermal and radiation pressure amplitudes at zero frequency
and the corresponding thermal time constants from Equation(2.3) for excitation
near the base and near the free end of the cantilever. The error indicates the 95%
confidence intervals of the fitting process. Note: The value of Arp near the base is
estimated from the measured value of Arp near the free end, because the contribution
of the radiation pressure to the total bending amplitude cannot be resolved by the
fitting procedure when illumination is near the pivot point of the cantilever.

When excited near the base, the cantilever displays a large vibration ampli-

tude, which increases at low frequencies driven by the photothermal effects. For

excitation near the free end of the cantilever, radiation pressure dominates at exci-

tation frequencies above a few kHz. This is because that radiation pressure generates

a larger total bending moment when its farther away from the pivot point. On the

other hand, photothermal effects are more effective when heating is closer to the

pivot point [55].

The phase signal in our experiments can also indicate different driving mech-

anisms. The radiation pressure causes a downward deflection of the cantilever (pos-

itive) when illuminated from above, in phase with the excitation signal at dc and

lags 90◦ at resonance (resulting in a phase of -90◦). On the other hand, the effective

photothermal force causes an upward bending (negative), so the phase signal is 180◦
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at dc and lags more than 90◦ and at most 180◦ at resonance, depending on the

thermal constant of the low-pass behavior (resulting in 0◦ to 90◦). In our measure-

ment, when exciting near the free end, the phase at resonance is approximately -80◦,

indicating that radiation pressure is dominant but when exciting near the base, the

phase at resonance is approximately 20◦, indicating that photothermal bending is

dominant.

In order to measure the radiation pressure, we focus our attention on the

situation where the laser excitation is near the free end (x0 = 185 µm, where x0 is

the distance from the base). The total measured force is given by:

F0,measure (ω) = A (ω)
[
1− (ω/ω1)

2 + i (ω/ω1Q)
]
k1

1

γ
, (2.4)

where k1 is the spring constant of the fundamental mode determined by the Sader

method [56, 57], and γ is the distributed force correction factor that takes into

account the fact that the forces are not point forces exerted at the end of the

cantilever x = L(see below). The fitted radiation force and effective photothermal

force can be determined, respectfully, from Equations (2.3) and (2.4) as:

F rp
0,fit = Arpk1

1

γ
, (2.5)

and

F pt
0,fit (ω) =

Apt (0)

(1 + iωτ)
k1

1

γ
. (2.6)

The distributed force correction factor γ is calculated as the ratio of the cantilever
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oscillation amplitude generated by a Gaussian distributed pressure at x = x0 with

total force F0 to that generated by a point force F0 at x = L:

γ =

∫ L
0 fGauss (x)ϕ1 (x) dx∫ L

0 F0δ (x− L)ϕ1 (x) dx
= B

∫ L
0 e
−2(x−x0)2/w2

0ϕ1 (x) dx

ϕ1 (L)
≈ 0.862, (2.7)

where fGauss(x) is the force per unit length in the longitudinal direction for the Gaus-

sian distributed pressure, ϕ1(x) is the normalized eigenfunction of the cantilevers

fundamental mode [58,59], w0 is the beam waist of laser spot, W is the width of the

cantilever, and prefactor B =
√

2/πerf
(
W/
√

2w0

)
/w0.
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Figure 2.3: Determination of force components (radiation pressure and effective
photothermal) under sinusoidal illumination (9.32 mW at λ = 660 nm). The am-
plitude and phase of the experimental data are simultaneously fit to Equation (2.3)
and applied to Equations (2.4)-(2.6) to determine the force magnitude (a) and phase
(b). At low frequencies, the effective photothermal force is dominant, while at high
frequencies the radiation pressure force is dominant.

A clear distinction can be made between photothermal and radiation pressure

effects for laser excitation rates above a few kHz (Figure 2.3). At low frequencies, the

effective photothermal force is larger but decays to about 10% of radiation pressure
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force at the resonance frequency (17.632 kHz). Furthermore, because the two forces

are nearly 90◦ out of phase at resonance frequency, when adding in quadrature,

the effective photothermal force accounts for less than 1% of the total amplitude

at resonance. Therefore the radiation pressure is the dominant driving force for

cantilever resonance.
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Figure 2.4: Measured and calculated radiation pressure force are in agreement within
the experimental and calculated errors. The measured force corresponds to the peak
value of the sinusoidal response in the time domain resulting from sinusoidal external
illumination.

The measured radiation pressure force agrees with the calculated values from

Equation (1.3) (Figure 2.4). To determine the expected radiation force, we use mea-

sured values for the laser power and reflectivity from the cantilever. The reflectivity
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coefficient, R, is determined from a measurement of the transmitted power through

the cantilever, T , as R = 1−T . We have taken the absorption in the cantilever to be

approximately zero because the absorption coefficient for SiNx is much smaller than

the reflection and transmission coefficients at 660 nm. The shaded area in Figure

2.4 shows the uncertainty in the calculated force based on the uncertainty in the

laser power. The error bars on the experimental data result from the uncertainty

in the fitting process and the precision of Sader method in determining the spring

constant.

2.2 Wavelength dependent radiation pressure due to thin film inter-

ference

Previous measurements of radiation pressure are all based on a single wave-

length excitation [45,52,60]. It is true that radiation pressure on a perfect reflecting

mirror is independent of wavelength and only depends on the incident optical power.

However, with real-world materials, different reflection and absorption coefficients

at different wavelengths will generate different amounts of radiation pressure given

the same incident power. The total radiation force per unit incident power is given

by:

Frp
P

=
2R(λ) + A(λ)

c
cosθ, (2.8)

where Frp is the photon radiation force, P is the incident optical power, R(λ) and

A(λ) are the reflection and absorption coefficients at incident angle θ, and c is the

speed of light.
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Observing the wavelength dependent radiation pressure based on material dis-

persion is difficult because radiation pressure measurements are usually performed

at a wavelength that has little absorption to avoid photothermal effects, but such a

wavelength range also has negligible refractive index and optical property changes.

However, if a coherent light source is incident on a thin film structure, such as a

microcantilever, the thin-film interference effect can cause dramatic change in the

optical property within a short wavelength range. Another challenge in the mea-

surement lies in providing the baseline radiation pressure based on the reflection

and absorption coefficients, which cannot be calculated from the nominal cantilever

thickness because the cantilever thickness is not well controlled in the traditional

lithography process and has large variations even from the same batch [61]. There-

fore, in-situ measurement of cantilever thickness at the laser excitation position is

essential.

Here, we demonstrate the first measurement of radiation pressure across a

continuous wavelength spectrum and show the wave-like wavelength dependent ra-

diation pressure due to optical interference in silicon microcantilever. We utilize

in-situ optical transmission measurement at the excitation position to determine

the local thickness and the angle of incidence in order to calculate the local optical

properties. We also demonstrate that the tunable wavelength excitation measure-

ment is a good way to separate photothermal and radiation pressure.

The experimental setup of measuring wavelength dependent radiation pressure

is based on a modified atomic force microscope (Asylum Research, Cypher AFM).

The combination of the super continuum white fiber laser (Fianium WhiteLase
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Figure 2.5: Experimental setup for measuring radiation pressure under tunable-
wavelength laser excitation. The thin film interference effect in the silicon cantilever
causes the cantilever to experience wavelength-dependent radiation pressure and
photothermal effects given the same incident optical power for different wavelengths.
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SC400UV) and the AOM filter (AOTF with NIR1 crystal) serve as the tunable

laser source to excite the oscillation of the silicon cantilever. The laser beam is

directed and focused on the backside of the cantilever through the same objective

(20×) as the probe laser (860nm). The output optical power of the excitation laser

is modulated sinusoidal by driving the AOTF with a sinusoidal reference signal

from the lock-in amplifier. The frequency of sinusoidal excitation is swept from near

dc across the fundamental frequency of the cantilever to magnify the oscillation.

The cantilever deflection is detected by using a quadrant-photodiode to record the

probe laser light reflected off the back of cantilever, which is then fed into the

lock-in amplifier to obtain the frequency response of the amplitude and phase of

the oscillation. An uncoated rectangular cantilever (Mikromasch CSC38) is used in

the experiment because silicon has well-known refractive indices across the whole

spectrum. An optical power meter (Thorlab PM100D and S130C) is put under the

cantilever to measure the optical power transmitted through the cantilever. The

wavelength range used in this experiment is between 664 nm and 772 nm. This

wavelength window is limited by the output power of the AOTF NIR1 filter and

the band-pass filter in front of the quadrant detector used to measure the cantilever

deflection (power is too low below 664 nm and excitation above 772 nm will cause

stray light into the quadrant photodetector and interfere the probe laser signal due

to diffraction within the optical path.)

For the radiation pressure to contribute most effectively to the deflection sig-

nal, the excitation laser is focused near the free end of the cantilever. The detection

laser is placed near the middle of the cantilever, away from the excitation laser to
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avoid the Fano-like resonances caused by stray light and local thermal deforma-

tion not coupled into cantilever oscillation [62]. The transmission spectrum of the

cantilever at the excitation position is measured to determine the local cantilever

thickness and incident angle. This spectrum is the ratio of the power measured

underneath the cantilever and the power measured when the cantilever is removed

after the experiment, shown in Figure 2.6.

The measured transmission spectrum through the cantilever is used to deter-

mine the absorption and reflection from the cantilever. The measured data is fit

to the calculated transmission through a single layer of silicon using the transfer

matrix method [63]. The two variable parameters in the fitting process are can-

tilever thickness and incident angle. The incident light is TM polarized, and the

index of refraction of Si is obtained from tabulated data [64]. The fitted thickness

and incident angle from the measurement are then used to calculate the reflection

and absorption (Figure 2.6). It is worth noting that the absorption spectrum is “in-

phase” with the transmission spectrum, meaning that their maxima and minima

are at the same wavelength while the reflection spectrum is always “out-of-phase”

with the transmission spectrum, meaning that their maxima and minima are exactly

the opposite. This property, fortunately, can be used to distinguish the dominant

driving mechanism of the cantilever. If the measured cantilever amplitude response

(normalized by optical power) is opposite to the transmission spectrum, it aligns

with the reflection spectrum and indicates that the radiation pressure excitation is

dominant. On the other hand, if the measured cantilever amplitude response aligns

with the transmission/absorption spectrum peaks, then the photothermal excitation
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Transmission

Absorption

Reflection

Figure 2.6: (a) Measured and fitted amplitude of cantilever oscillation as a function
of excitation frequency (tuning curve) at incident wavelength of 750 nm and laser
power of 0.37 mW. (b) Optical properties of the cantilever at the excitation position
near the free end of the cantilever. Black circles represent the measured transmis-
sion spectrum (2 nm step size). Black solid line represents the fitted transmission
spectrum based on the thin film interference. Red and blue solid line represent the
reflection and absorption spectrum calculated from the thickness and incident angle
obtained from the transmission spectrum fitting.
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is dominant.

In order for radiation pressure to be the dominant driving mechanism, the

external laser is focused near the free end. The amplitude of cantilever oscillation

under sinusoidal excitation is measured every 2 nm for incident wavelengths between

664 nm and 772 nm. At each wavelength, the laser modulation frequency is swept

across the fundamental resonance frequency of the cantilever, and the cantilever

oscillation amplitudes are recorded, forming a tuning curve (Figure 2.7(a)). Each

tuning curve is then fitted to the simple harmonic oscillator model:

A(ω) = A0
ω2
0√

(ω2
0 − ω2)2 + (ωω0/Q)2

, (2.9)

to obtain the zero-frequency amplitude A0, resonant frequency of fundamental mode

ω0 and the quality factor Q. The measured force at each wavelength is calculated by

F0 = A0k0, where k0 is the spring constant of the fundamental frequency calibrated

by the thermal method [59]. The measured force (normalized by incident optical

power) at each wavelength is compared directly to the optical spectrum (Figure

2.7(a)).

The measured radiation force spectrum agrees with the calculation from Equa-

tion (1). The uncertainty in the measurement comes mainly from the spring constant

calibration, power measurement and the fitted incident angle. The uncertainty in

the calculation comes mainly from the fitting of the transmission spectrum. The

minima in the measured force spectrum do not go as deeply as the calculation be-

cause the cantilever oscillation driven by the weak radiation pressure due to the
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Figure 2.7: (a) Measured and fitted amplitude of cantilever oscillation as a function
of excitation frequency (tuning curve) at incident wavelength of 750 nm and laser
power of 0.37 mW. (b) Measured and calculated radiation force normalized by the
incident optical power F0/P0. The red curves represents the F0/P0 calculated by
Equation (1) using the reflection and absorption spectrum shown in FIG.2. The
shaded region shows the uncertainty in the calculated radiation force based on error
propagation from the transmission fitting error. The black circle represents the
measured Frp/Pin, and the error bars are plotted every three data points for clarity.

small reflection coefficient is close to the noise level so that the tuning curve col-

lected is not a good representation of the radiation pressure alone. A significant

increase of laser power could potentially increase the accuracy of the measurement.

The tunable wavelength excitation measurement discussed here is also a good

way to determine whether the dominant driving mechanism of the cantilever oscilla-

tion is radiation pressure or photothermal. To demonstrate this, another experiment

is conducted with the external laser excitation near the base of the cantilever. The

same procedure is used to obtain the absorption spectrum from the measured trans-

mission spectrum (Figure 2.8).

It is clear that, in the case of excitation near the free end, the normalized can-

tilever oscillation amplitude aligns with the reflection spectrum (Figure 2.8a), indi-
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Figure 2.8: Cantilever response for laser excitation (a) near the free end and (b)
near the base of the cantilever. Left axis: Cantilever amplitude response (fitted
zero-frequency amplitude A0) normalized by the incident optical power. Right axis:
(a) reflection spectrum and (b) absorption spectrum. (a) For excitation near the
free end, the maxima in the amplitude response occur when the reflection is also
a maximum, showing a radiation pressure dominated behavior. (b) Correlation
between absorption maxima and cantilever response for excitation near the base
shows behavior is dominated by photothermal effects.

cating the radiation pressure is the dominant driving mechanism. On the contrary,

the normalized cantilever oscillation amplitude is proportional to the absorption

spectrum when the excitation is near the base, indicating the driving mechanism is

the photothermal bending moment caused by photon absorption [55] (Figure 2.8b).

The conclusion matches what we discovered in previous work [60].

In summary, we have demonstrated the first measurement of wavelength de-

pendent radiation pressure due to thin film interference of a silicon cantilever over a

continuous wavelength range. We developed a technique to obtain the local reflec-

tion and absorption spectrum from the in-situ transmission spectrum measurement

by fitting the cantilever thickness and incident angle as an intermediate step. We

also showed that the tunable wavelength excitation measurement is a good way to
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distinguish photothermal driven oscillation (base excitation) from radiation pres-

sure driven oscillation (free end excitation) based the comparison of the normalized

cantilever amplitude spectrum and the reflection or absorption spectrum.

2.3 Fano-like resonances in optically driven cantilevers

So far we have discussed two measurements of radiation pressure and pho-

tothermal effects. In both experiments, the excitation laser is steered some distance

away from the detection laser in order to get a relatively symmetric tuning curve

that can be well presented by the simple harmonic oscillator model. When the two

laser spots come close to each other, asymmetric cantilever resonances are observed

and become a significant road block for the radiation pressure measurement. In this

section, we show that the asymmetric resonance can be explained as a Fano reso-

nance, an interference between a resonant component and a continuous component.

When the continuous component is small, we show that it is still possible to retrieve

the resonance information through fitting of the complex Fano expression.

The frequency response of the cantilever oscillation can become more complex

complicated under optical excitation due to various coupling mechanisms, and it is

necessary to go beyond the simple harmonic oscillator model. Asymmetric resonance

curves often appear when the excitation and detection laser spots are close in space,

regardless of whether it is driven by photothermal effects or radiation pressure. The

asymmetric amplitude resonance and abnormal phase change either larger or less

than π can be explained by a Fano resonance, which is the interference between a
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resonant term and a non-resonant/continuum term [62]:

A(ω) =
Arω

2
0

ω2
0 − ω2 + iωω0/Q

+ Ac, (2.10)

where A is the total complex amplitude phaser, Ar is the zero-frequency amplitude

of the resonance term and Ac is the amplitude of the continuum term, both of which

can be complex numbers.

Equation 2.10 can be used to fit both the amplitude and phase of the asymmet-

ric resonance to retrieve Ar and Ac. ω0 and Q are also used as variable parameters

in the fitting. The parameters can be well-determined by the fit as long as the

continuum term Ac is not too large compared with Ar. The comparison of Ar and

Ac can be visualized by projecting the cantilever response A(ω) in a Nyquist plot

(2.9(c)). A Nyquist plot is a parametric plot of the complex amplitude as a func-

tion of modulation frequency where the real component is on the x-axis and the

imaginary component is on the y-axis. Each point on the Nyquist plot represents

the complex cantilever vibration amplitude at a given modulation frequency. The

radius of the resonance circle on the Nyquist plot represents the magnitude of the

resonant term Ar and the offset of the circle’s center in x-axis (from zero) represents

the magnitude of the non-resonant term Ac.

The origin of the non-resonant term Ac is complicated and can result from a

variety of phenomena as described below. For a typical AFM experimental setup,

there is no narrow band-pass filter in front of the detection laser, so Ac mainly comes

from the stray light of the excitation laser scattered into the quadrant photodetector.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.9: Fitting of the experimental tuning curve using the Fano expression.
Black dots are the measured data and the red line is the fit.

This light is the dominant contribution to Ac even when the excitation laser is far

away from the detection laser. When a narrow band-pass filter is added in front

of the photodetector, stray light from the excitation laser is reduced to a negligible

level. However, a Fano resonance still exists when the excitation laser comes close

to the detection laser. One possible explanation is that there is some local thermal

bulging that deflects the deflection laser, which is not coupled to the cantilever beam

oscillation. A supporting evidence for this hypothesis is that when the excitation

laser spot is swept across the detection laser spot, the Ac term from the Fano fitting

changes sign.

The cantilever’s amplitude of oscillation depends on the position of the ex-

citation beam on the cantilever, which also affects whether the bending is due to

photothermal effects or radiation pressure. In order to show that the oscillation of

cantilever is dependent on the excitation positions, the excitation laser spot is swept

from near the base to the free end of a silicon nitride cantilever. The detection laser

spot is fixed near the middle of the cantilever. Fano resonances exist for nearly all

excitation positions on the cantilever, besides the two extremes (near the base and
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free ends). Therefore fitting to the Fano resonance expression is necessary to reveal

the actual cantilever oscillation when the excitation is in the middle. Figure 2.10

shows the fitting of the experimental tuning curve to the Fano resonance expression

in the Nyquist plot format as the excitation laser position moves from the base (top

left) to the free end (bottom right). From the radius of the Nyquist plot, it is easy

to see the trend of the magnitude of the resonant term Ar, which is also shown in

Figure 2.11. The amplitude trend with excitation position follows what we predicted

in previous sections and what is found in the literature [55], resulting in cantilever

bending that is a combination of photothermal and radiation pressure effects. The

influence of the photothermal phenomenon is strongest when the excitation position

is near the base while radiation pressure is dominant for excitation near the free

end.
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Figure 2.10: Nyquist plots showing the fitting of the complex cantilever oscillation
amplitude using the Fano expression under different laser excitation positions on
the cantilever (0 µm corresponds to the base and 180 µm corresponds to the free
end). Black dots are the measured data and the red lines are the fit.
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Figure 2.11: Magnitude of the fitted resonant amplitude in the Fano expression as
a function of excitation position.
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Chapter 3: Cantilever beam theory

3.1 Static bending

Before discussing the dynamics of the cantilever beam’s oscillation we calculate

the cantilever bending under a static load. Figure 3.1 shows a typical rectangular

cantilever. The moment-curvature relationship for a homogeneous beam when the

b
h

z

x

y

o

L

Figure 3.1: A cantilever with length L, width b, and thickness h,

deflection is small compared to its length is given by

M(x) = −EI d
2w(x)

dx2
, (3.1)
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where M(x) is the bending moment (i.e. the sum of the moments/torques about

position x caused by all the forces and moments on one side of x) [65], E is the

Young’s modulus of cantilever material, I is the area moment of inertia and w(x)

is the cantilever deflection in the z-direction. For a homogeneous beam along the x

axis, E and I are independent of x. Because the rotation is about the y-axis, I is

given by

I =
∫
A
y2dA =

∫
A
y2dzdy =

1

12
bh3. (3.2)

The total bending moment is a linear combination of the mechanical moment

and the thermal moment:

M = MM +MT , (3.3)

where MM is the mechanical moment due to external forces and reaction forces at

the boundary of the beam, and MT is the thermal moment due to a temperature

gradient or a carrier gradient in the thickness direction (z) of the cantilever. Positive

bending moment is defined to be counter-clockwise in Figure 3.2. Using the moment-

curvature relationship and the boundary conditions for a cantilever, i.e. w(0) = 0

and dw
dx
|w=0 = 0, it is possible to obtain analytical solutions of beam deflection under

different loading conditions.

Here we consider one simple example: a point force is applied to the cantilever

at position x0 (Figure 3.2). The bending moment is:

M(x) =


F0(x− x0), x ≤ x0

0, x > x0

. (3.4)
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Figure 3.2: A simple load: a point force is applied to the cantilever at position x0.
The positive direction of the bending moment is defined to be counterclockwise.

After integration of Equation 3.1 and applying the boundary conditions, the deflec-

tion is

w(x) =


F0x2

6EI
(3x0 − x), x ≤ x0

F0x20
6EI

(3x− x0), x > x0

. (3.5)

If the force is applied to the free end of the cantilever, i.e. at x0 = L, the deflection

at the free end is w(L) = F0L3

3EI
.

3.2 Cantilever vibration and eigenmodes

Small flexural deflection and vibration of cantilevers can be calculated with

Euler–Bernoulli beam theory [66]. Below is a derivation of the equation of motion of

the cantilever under an external force and thermal moment, starting with the force

analysis of an infinitesimal cantilever section (Figure 3.3). From Newton’s second

law of motion, we have:

V (x+ ∆x, t)− V (x, t) + f(x, t) = (µ∆x)
∂2w(x, t)

∂t2
, (3.6)
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where V (x, t) is the internal shear force on the infinitesimal element, f(x, t) is the

linear density of the shear force along x axis, and µ is the linear mass density of the

beam along x axis. Dividing by ∆x on both sides of the equation and in the limit

of ∆x→ 0, we obtain:

µ
∂2w

∂t2
=
∂V (x, t)

∂x
+ f(x, t). (3.7)

Because the mechanical bending moment and the shear force are related by dMM

dx
=

V , and the moment-curvature relationship is MM + MT = −EI d2w
dx2

, Equation 3.7

becomes the governing equation of motion:

EI
∂4w

∂x4
+ µ

∂2w

∂t2
= f(x, t)− ∂2MT

∂x2
. (3.8)

x

z

V(x) V(x+Δx)

f(x,t)

M(x) = MT (x,t) + MM (x,t) 

Δx

MT (x,t)

f(x,t)

Figure 3.3: Force analysis of an infinitesimal cantilever section under a linear trans-
verse force density f(x, t) and a thermal moment MT (x, t).

In the absence of a transverse load (f(x, t) = 0) and thermal moment (MT (x, t) =
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0), we have the free vibration equation:

EI
∂4w

∂x4
+ µ

∂2w

∂t2
= 0. (3.9)

To solve equation 3.9 using the eigenmode expansion method, we assume the vibra-

tion is in the form of w(x, t) = Re[w(x)e−iωt], where ω is the angular frequency of

vibration. This leads to an ordinary differential equation:

d4w(x)

dx4
− β4w = 0, (3.10)

where β4 = µω2/EI. The general solution to the above equation is

w(x) = A1cosh(βx) + A2sinh(βx) + A3cos(βx) + A4sin(βx) (3.11)

The boundary conditions for a cantilever beam of length L (fixed at x = 0) are

w(0) = 0,

dw
dx
|x=0 = 0,

d2w
dx2
|x=L = 0,

d3w
dx3
|x=L = 0.

(3.12)

The last two boundary conditions are due to the fact that both the bending moment

and shear force at the cantilever’s free end are zero. By applying the boundary condi-

tions and the orthorganality condition:
∫ L
0 φ

0
mφ

0
ndx = δmn, we obtain the normalized
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eigenmode of vibration for the nth flexural mode:

φ0
n(x) =

1√
L
{cos(βnx)− cosh(βnx)− cos(βnL) + cosh(βnL)

sin(βnL) + sinh(βnL)
[sin(βnx)− sinh(βnx)]},

(3.13)

where β1L = 1.875, β2L = 4.694, and β3L = 7.855. From the eigenfunction, we

know that the nth flexural mode has n − 1 nodes (φ0
n(x) = 0), and the first three

eigenfrequencies have ratios: ω1 : ω2 : ω3 = 1 : 6.25 : 17.55.
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Figure 3.4: First three flexural vibration eigenmodes of the cantilever.
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3.3 Forced vibration under an external force

If the cantilever is forced to vibrate under a harmonic transverse force f(x, t) =

Re[f(x)eiωt], Equation 3.8 becomes

d4w(x)

dx4
− β4w(x) =

f(x)

EI
. (3.14)

We assume a solution of the form w(x) =
∑
An(x) =

∑
Cnφ

0
n(x), where An(x) is

the oscillation amplitude of the nth mode. Inserting this solution into Equation 3.8,

we obtain:

∑
Cn
d4φ0

n(x)

dx4
− β4

∑
Cnφ

0
n(x) =

f(x)

EI
. (3.15)

Because the eigenfunctions follow the eigenequations:

d4φ0
n(x)

dx4
− β4

nφ
0
n(x) = 0, (3.16)

Equation 3.14 turns into:

∑
Cn(β4

n − β4)φ0
n(x) =

f(x)

EI
. (3.17)

Integrating on both sides:

∫ L

0
φ0
m(x)

∑
Cn(β4

n − β4)φ0
n(x)dx =

∫ L

0
φ0
m

f(x)

EI
dx,
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and applying the orthogonality condition, we obtain:

Cn =
1

EI

∫ L
0 φ

0
n(x)f(x)dx

β4
n − β4

. (3.18)

We can replace E with a complex elastic modulus Ê = E(1 + iη), where the imagi-

nary part η is responsible for the dissipation in the cantilever system [58]. We then

get:

β4 = µω2(1− iη)/EI, (3.19)

and

Cn =

∫ L
0 φ

0
n(x)f(x)dx

µ[ω2
n(1− iη)− ω2]

. (3.20)

Therefore, the amplitude of cantilever oscillation in the nth mode is:

An(x) = Cnφ
0
n(x) =

[
∫ L
0 φ

0
n(x)f(x)dx]φ0

n(x)

µ[ω2
n(1− iη)− ω2]

. (3.21)

Because the physical mass of the cantilever m = µL and the quality factor Q = 1/η,

and we let φn(x) =
√
Lφ0

n(x), we obtain:

An(x) =
[
∫ L
0 φn(x)f(x)dx]φn(x)

m[ω2
n − ω2 − iω2

n/Q]
. (3.22)

The above equation enables us to calculate the amplitude of oscillation along the

cantilever in the nth mode given the distribution of the external transverse force.

However, the physical mass of the cantilever m is usually not known a priori nor

can it be measured easily, so we need to transform it into quantities we can actu-
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ally measure and calibrate in the experiment, e.g. resonance frequency and spring

constant.

We know that for a simple point-mass-on-spring system, mass mp, spring con-

stant kp and resonance frequency ωp are related by:

mp = kp/ω
2
p. (3.23)

The equivalent point mass of a cantilever is related to the physical mass of

the cantilever m based on an equivalent principle developed in [67]. For a uniform

rectangular cantilever, it is given by:

meq
n = m/4, (3.24)

and the equivalent mass follows the relationship:

meq
n = kn/ω

2
n, (3.25)

where kn and ωn are the spring constant and resonant frequency of the nth mode

respectively. By substitution into Equation 3.22, we have:

An(x) =
ω2
n[
∫ L
0 φn(x)f(x)dx]φn(x)

4kn(ω2
n − ω2 − iω2

n/Q)
. (3.26)
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Because φn(L) = ±2, the equation becomes:

An(x) =
ω2
n[
∫ L
0 φn(x)f(x)dx]φn(x)

φ2
n(L)kn(ω2

n − ω2 − iω2
n/Q)

. (3.27)

For a point force exerted on the free end of the cantilever, f(x) = F0δ(x − L), the

amplitude at free end is:

An(L) =
ω2
nF0

kn(ω2
n − ω2 − iω2

n/Q)
, (3.28)

and near resonance ω ≈ ωn, it becomes the simple harmonic oscillator (SHO) equa-

tion:

An(L) =
ω2
nF0

kn(ω2
n − ω2 − iωωn/Q)

. (3.29)

Now that we can convert the vibration of a continuum cantilever into a SHO model

when a point force is exerted at the free end, we will generalize the method to any

arbitrary distributed force by introducing the effective force of the nth mode Fn,eff .

This method converts any distributed load to an effective point force at the free end

that causes the same oscillation of the cantilever near the nth resonant frequency.

It is easier to compare the effects of different loads when they are all converted to a

single point force at the free end of the cantilever. From Equation 3.27 and Equation

3.28, we get:

An(L) =
ω2
n[
∫ L
0 φn(x)f(x)dx]φn(L)

φ2
n(L)kn(ω2

n − ω2 − iω2
n/Q)

. (3.30)
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We define the effective force of the nth mode as:

Fn,eff =

∫ L
0 φn(x)f(x)dx

φn(L)
. (3.31)

Therefore the amplitude of oscillation under this effective force excitation near the

nth resonant frequency is:

An(x) =
ω2
nFn,effφn(x)

kn(ω2
n − ω2 − iωωn/Q)

. (3.32)

3.4 Forced vibration under an external bending moment

If the beam is forced to vibrate under an external bending moment, such

as a thermal moment caused by a temperature gradient, still assuming harmonic

excitation (MT (x, t) = Re[MT (x)eiωt]), Equation 3.8 becomes:

d4w(x)

dx4
− β4w(x) = − 1

EI

d2MT (x)

dx2
. (3.33)

Replacing f(x) with −d2MT

dx2
in Equation 3.31, we get the effective force of the nth

mode from the thermal moment:

Fn,eff = − 1

φn(L)

∫ L

0
φn(x)

d2M(x)

dx2
dx, (3.34)

and the amplitude of oscillation can be calculated from Equation 3.32.
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Chapter 4: Photon absorption induced bending

4.1 Introduction

There are many other mechanisms by which a modulated laser could excite vi-

bration in micromechanical structures beside radiation pressure. These mechanisms

involve situations where the electromagnetic energy from light is first transferred to

other forms of energy by means of photon absorption, not directly to the mechani-

cal kinetic energy of microstructures. Silicon or silicon nitride AFM cantilevers are

typically coated with a thin layer of metal (e.g. aluminum) to improve reflectiv-

ity. In this case, the dominant photothermal excitation mechanism is the bimor-

phic/bimetallic bending effect caused by the different thermal expansion coefficients

between Si/SiNx and the coating layer [52, 68]. For uncoated cantilevers, thermal

gradients through the cantilever thickness creates a bending moment, often referred

to as photothermal/thermal-elastic bending (TE) [55, 69, 70]. Furthermore, for un-

coated cantilevers made of semiconductors (e.g. silicon), excess photo-generated

carrier will cause electronic strain within the structure known as photostriction ef-

fect [71]. Carrier density gradients through the cantilever thickness will generate

a bending moment, often referred to as electronic-elastic bending or electronic de-

formation (ED) [71–73]. Besides bending generated by stress and strain within the
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cantilever itself, cantilevers in rarified gas environment may experience radiometric

forces resulting from thermally driven gas flow caused by non-equilibrium tempera-

ture gradients in a fluid [53]. This force is also known as Knudsen force within the

AFM community [74]. It becomes noticeable in vacuum systems where the mean

free path is comparable to the flow gradient length scale. However, because our

measurement is conducted in the ambient environment, where the mean free path

of the gas is much smaller than the characteristic length between the cantilever and

other surfaces, the radiometric force is not dominant [74]. Therefore, this chapter

focuses on the discussion of the three optical absorption induced bending effects:

bimorphic, thermal-elastic and electronic deformation.

4.2 Bimetallic bending of a coated cantilever

Most materials expand when they are heated. For isotropic materials, the

thermal strain εth is calculated by:

εth = α∆T, (4.1)

where α is the thermal expansion coefficient and ∆T is the temperature increase.

For a coated cantilever, two materials with different thermal expansion coefficients

tend to expand different amount. However, when they are bonded together, they

cannot expand freely. This will generates a longitudinal stress that causes a bending

moment (Figure 4.1).

The calculation of bimetallic/bimorphic excitation can be divided into two
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Figure 4.1: Infinitesimal length of the cantilever generates a bending moment due
to the longitudinal thermal stress caused by a thermal expansion difference between
two different materials. Dash-dot line is the neutral axis of the composite beam
(where the stress is zero). σxxi(i = 1, 2) is the normal stress of the cross section in
x-axis for each material respectively.

stages. The first stage is to calculate the temperature profile along the cantilever

caused by the local periodic heating due to absorption of the optical energy. The

second stage is to calculated the bending moment due to the difference in the thermal

expansion coefficients between the coating layer and the cantilever material. The

bending moment is then converted to a excitation position dependent effective force

for the fundamental mode using the method developed in Chapter 3 in order to

compare directly with the radiation pressure.

4.2.1 Temperature distribution upon illumination

An intensity modulated laser causes periodic local heating through photon

absorption and temperature increase of the cantilever. Because the thermal diffusion

length is much larger than the thickness and the bimetallic effect is the dominant

driving mechanism of coated cantilevers, it is reasonable to assume the temperature

gradient along the cantilever thickness is negligible (thermal diffusion length is much

larger than the thickness), and the temperature is also assumed to be the same
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across the width direction as the laser spot is comparable to the cantilever width

W . Therefore, the time-dependent temperature distribution T (x, t) can be described

by the one-dimensional heat diffusion equation [68]:

∂T

∂t
= K

∂2T

∂x2
− βT, (4.2)

where K and β are given by:

K =
κ1d1 + κ2d2

cp1ρ1d1 + cp2ρ2d2
(4.3)

and

β =
h1 + h2

cp1ρ1d1 + cp2ρ2d2
, (4.4)

where κ is the thermal conductivity, ρ is the mass density, cp is the specific heat, h

is the heat transfer coefficient of convective cooling in air and the subscript 1 and 2

represent the aluminum coating and the silicon cantilever respectively. (Note that

the expression of K in [68] is incorrect.) Because the temperature oscillates with the

light intensity, it has the harmonic form T (x, t) = T0 + ∆T (x)eiωt, which modifies

Equation 4.2 to:

K
∂2∆T (x)

∂x2
− (β + iω)∆T (x) = 0, (4.5)

with the boundary condition:

∂T

∂x
|x=L = −h1d1 + h2d2

κ1d1 + κ2d2
(T (L)− T0). (4.6)
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The full solution to Equation 4.5 is shown in [68], however, the effect of the reflected

thermal wave is negligible in further calculations, so our solution is simplified to:

∆T (x) = ∆T (x0)exp[−(
1

δth
+ i

2π

λth
)|x− x0|], (4.7)

where

δth =

√
2K

β + (β2 + ω2)1/2
(4.8)

and

λth = 2π

√
2K

−β + (β2 + ω2)1/2
, (4.9)

and x0 is the laser illumination position and ∆T (x0) is the amplitude of the thermal

wave at x0 deduced by making a heat balance at x0, as given in [68]. Here it is

assumed that the optical power is uniformly distributed along the thickness of the

cantilever.

To visualize the results of this derivation, numerical parameters are used in

following plots with incident laser power of 5 mW. At a wavelength of 660 nm, about

10% of the optical power is absorbed and turned into heat, while the other 90% is

reflected by the 30 nm Al coating and 1 µm-thick silicon cantilever.

Figure 4.2 shows the temperature increase (amplitude) when the laser mod-

ulation frequency is at 10 kHz, close to the cantilever’s first resonant frequency.

The temperature change decreases exponentially as the position moves away from

the excitation center. How fast the temperature change drops with the position is

determined by the thermal diffusion length, which is a function of frequency.
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Figure 4.2: Calculation of the temperature increase distribution along the x-axis
for a 350 µm-long Al coated silicon cantilever when the intensity modulated laser is
focused at the middle of the cantilever (x0 = 175 µm). The modulation frequency
is 10 kHz.
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Increasing the laser modulation frequency will decrease the temperature in-

crease because the thermal equilibrium can not keep up with the fast change of

laser power. Figure 4.3 shows the frequency response of the peak temperature

change (at the excitation position). The temperature increase drops significantly

when the modulation frequency reaches about 1 kHz. This coincide with the rough

estimate of the thermal relaxation time given by [75]:

τ =
L2

3

cp1ρ1d1 + cp2ρ2d2
κ1d1 + κ2d2

= 0.5 ms. (4.10)

However, the drop of temperature increase with frequency does not ensure that

the bimetallic effect completely goes away at higher frequency because even small

temperature increases can still generate large amounts of bending.

As a side note, at low frequencies the temperature increase seems to be quite

high; however, this echoes with what we observed in experiments. High laser power

(about 50 mW) on an uncoated Si cantilever (which can has higher absorption than

the calculated case) for an extended period of time could cause noticeable damage

to the cantilever (Figure 4.4). In reality the temperature increase at the center of

the beam is higher than the calculation because the power is also confined to a

small spot in the width direction rather than the assumed uniform distribution in

the calculation.
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(Hz)

Figure 4.3: Calculation of the frequency response of the temperature increase at the
illumination position.
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Figure 4.4: Image of damages to a Si cantilever under extended high laser power
illumination during an experiment.
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4.2.2 Bending moment and effective force

To calculate the bending moment and the effective force based on the tempera-

ture distribution, we go back to Figure 4.1. The bending moment at x (observation)

caused by the thermal stress at position x0 (source) is:

M(x;x0) = ∆T (x0)W [
∫ 0

−d1
α1E1(z− z0)dz+

∫ d2

0
α2E2(z− z0)dz]H(x−x0), (4.11)

where W is the width of the cantilever, di,αi,Ei are the thickness, thermal expansion

coefficient and Young’s Modulus of the coating layer (i = 1) and cantilever material

(i = 1), H(x − x0) is the Heaviside step function, and z0 is the neutral axis of the

composite beam. The location of the neutral axis depends on the relative stiffness

and size of each of the material sections [76]:

z0 =
E2d

2
2 − E1d

2
1

2(E1d1 + E2d2)
. (4.12)

The Heaviside function implies that the stress at x0 only affects positions where

x > x0 because the cantilever is singlely clamped at the base. Now consider the

bending moment caused at x by an infinitesimal thermal expansion at x0 (Figure

4.1), because ∆T (x0) ≈ ∆T (x− x0), we get:

dM(x;x0) = M(x;x0 + dx0)−M(x;x0) = cth∆T (x0)δ(x− x0)dx0, (4.13)
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where

cth = W [α2E2d2(
d2
2
− z0)− α1E1d1(

d1
2

+ z0)].

Integrating the bending moment contribution from the whole cantilever gives:

M(x) =
∫
x0
dM(x;x0) = cth

∫ L

0
∆T (x0)δ(x− x0)dx0. (4.14)

Inserting this expression into Equation 3.34, the effective force of the nth mode due

to bimorphic bending is:

Fn,eff = − cth
φn(L)

∫ L

0
∆T (x0)dx0

∫ L

0
φn(x)

d2

dx2
δ(x− x0)dx, (4.15)

and using the properties of the Delta function, the mode-dependent effective force

leads to:

Fn,eff = −cth
2

∫ L

0
∆T (x0)

d2φn(x0)

dx20
dx0. (4.16)

Figure 4.5 shows the effective photothermal force due to the bimetallic effect

of the 1st eigenmode and compares it to that of the radiation pressure. (Definition

of the mode effective force can be found in Chapter 3.) The photothermal effective

force for a given vibration mode is maximized when the cantilever is optically excited

at regions where maxima of the curvature of the beam vibration eigenmodes lie

(Figure 3.4). For the first eigenmode, the maxima of the curvature is at the base

of the cantilever, but the peak is slightly away from the base. That is because as

the laser move closer to the base (which acts as a heat sink), heat is more quickly
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Figure 4.5: Calculation of the first-eigenmode effective force of bimetallic effect
(blue) and radiation pressure (red).
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dissipated and the temperature increase lessens. Also, the laser has a spot size of 10

µm in the calculation, so as it move close to the base, the actual power falling on the

cantilever is reduced. Through the comparison with radiation pressure, it is clearly

to see that the bimetallic effect dominates over the radiation pressure by at least an

order of magnitude, and it is not possible to measure the radiation pressure with

a coated cantilever. In our experiments, we observed an even stronger bimetallic

effect, about 2-3 orders of magnitude larger than the radiation pressure.

4.3 Temperature and carrier density gradient induced bending

The periodic generation of excess carriers in semiconductors produce heat due

to carrier thermalization and recombination processes. The generated heat can

produce thermal-elastic (TE) strain as shown in Equation 4.1. Besides that, the

photogenerated plasma (excess carriers) can also produce electronic strain, often

referred to as electronic deformation (ED). It is linearly proportional to the excess

carrier density

εED = dn∆n, (4.17)

where dn is the coefficient of electronic elastic deformation and ∆n is the excess

carrier density [73]. Because dn is negative in silicon and some other materials, this

effect is also referred to as photo-striction.

For uncoated cantilevers made of a semiconductor (e.g. silicon), in principle,

a pure temperature increase will not generate a bending moment, nor will the tem-

perature gradient in the longitudinal direction. However, a gradient of excess carrier
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density and temperature in the thickness direction (z-axis) could lead to a bending

moment. In this section, we first calculate the carrier density distribution in z-axis

and its effective force. Then we calculate the temperature distribution in z-axis

and its effective force because the heat generation depends on the excess carrier

densities.

4.3.1 Electronic elastic bending from carrier density gradient

In order to calculate the electronic strain induced bending, we first need

to solve the excess carrier density distribution upon illumination. This is a two-

dimensional (2D) diffusion problem with carrier generation inside the cantilever.

However, an equation-based simulation using finite element solver in Comsol shows

that the carrier diffusion in x-axis is negligible in terms of this calculation because

the Gaussian profile of the carrier distribution in x-axis is not much different from

that of the input Gaussian heat generation profile. Therefore, the 2D carrier dif-

fusion problem can be reduced to a 1D diffusion problem. Assume the input light

intensity is in the form of I(x, t) = Re[I0(x)e−iωt]. The excess carrier density is

∆n(x, z, t) = Re[∆n(x, z)e−iωt]. The excess carrier density distribution in z-axis

can be determined by the 1D carrier diffusion equation [73]:

∂∆n(x, z, t)

∂t
= Dn

∂2∆n(x, z, t)

∂z2
− ∆n(x, z, t)

τ
+G(x, z, t), (4.18)

where Dn is the diffusivity of electrons in Si, τ is the bulk recombination life time

of Si and G(x, z, t) is the carrier generation rate within the Si cantilever. Substi-
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tuting with the harmonic form of the excess carrier density, it becomes an ordinary

differential equation:

∂∆n(x, z)

∂z2
− 1 + iωτ

Dnτ
∆n(x, z) = −G(x, z)

Dn

. (4.19)

If we assume that the light intensity decrease exponentially inside the thin film,

I(x, z) = I0(x)e−αz and that the quantum efficiency of carrier generation is 1, then

the generation rate is:

G(x, z) = − A

hν

∂I(x, z)

∂z
=
AI0(x)

hν
αe−αz, (4.20)

where A is the absorption coefficient (ratio of the total power absorbed). If we

consider uniform illumination along the y-axis (width) and a Gaussian distribution

along the x-axis (longitudinal), we get:

I0(x) =
P0√
πσxW

e−(x−x0)
2/σ2

x , (4.21)

where P0 is the total incident power, x0 is the excitation position, σx is the radius of

the laser spot size, and W is the width of the cantilever. Letting Ln(ω) ≡
√

Dnτ
1+iωτ

,

Equation 4.19 becomes:

[
∂2

∂2z
− 1

Ln(ω)
]∆n(x, z) =

AI0(x)

Dnhν
αe−αz. (4.22)
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Solutions to this equation have the form:

∆n(x, z) = A+e
z/Ln + A−e

−z/Ln + Aαe
−αz, (4.23)

where A+, A− and Aα are constants need to be determined. Inserting this ansatz

into Equation 4.22, we get:

Aα = −AI0(x)

hν

δ

1− δ2
Ln
Dn

,

where δ ≡ αLn. By applying the boundary conditions:

Dn
∂∆n

∂z
|z=0 = s1∆n(x, 0), (4.24)

and

Dn
∂∆n

∂z
|z=h = −s2∆n(x, h), (4.25)

where s1 and s2 are surface recombination velocities of the top and bottom surfaces

of the cantilever, we get an matrix equation for A+ and A−:

 1− σ1 1 + σ1

(1 + σ2)e
h/Ln (1− σ2)e−h/Ln


 A+

A−

 =

 −(1 + σ1δ)

−(1− σ2δ)e−αh

Aα (4.26)

where σi = Dn
siLn

, for i = 1, 2. The solutions to above matrix equation are:

A+ = [(1 + σ1)(1− δσ2)e−αh − (1− σ2)(1 + δσ1)e
−h/Ln ]

Aα
AL

(4.27)
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and

A− = −[(1− σ1)(1− δσ2)e−αh − (1 + σ2)(1 + δσ1)e
−h/Ln ]

Aα
AL

, (4.28)

where

AL = (1− σ1)(1− σ2)e−h/Ln − (1 + σ1)(1 + σ2)e
h/Ln . (4.29)

To estimate and simulate this effect, we assume an incident laser power of 5

mW, a laser spot of is 5 µm, a cantilever thickness is 1 µm. Figure 4.6 shows the

solution of the excess carrier density distribution at a 10 kHz excitation frequency.

The surface recombination velocities play a significant role in the carrier density

distribution as well as the frequency response. The difference of the photogenerated

carrier density along the z-axis is quite small, but as long as there is difference, it

will generates thermal moment.

The carrier density distribution transforms to a bending moment through pho-

tostriction effect and stress-strain relation. The differential bending moment at x

due to a carrier gradient at x′ is

dM(x;x′) = EWdn

∫ h

0
∆n(z, x′)(z − hn)dzδ(x− x′)dx′, (4.30)

where E is the Young’s modulus of silicon and hn is the position of the cantilever’s

neutral axis. For a cantilever with rectangular cross section, the neutral axis is in
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Figure 4.6: Magnitude of photogenerated carrier density along the thickness of a
1-µm-thick cantilever ∆n(x0, z) at the center of laser spot (x = x0). Two different
combination of surface recombination rates are shown. s1 is surface recombina-
tion rate at top surface (z = 0), and s2 is surface recombination rate at bottom
surface (z = h). Light intensity modulated at frequency of 10 kHz and The bulk
recombination lifetime is set to 5× 10−5 s

the middle (hn = h/2). The total moment at x is

M(x) =
∫
x0
dM(x;x′) = EWdn

∫ h

0
∆n(z, x)(z − hn)dz. (4.31)

Because we assume the light intensity has a 1D Gaussian distribution along the

x-axis (Equation 4.21) and the carrier diffusion in x can be neglected, the bending

moment at x when the laser excitation is at x0 is given as

M(x;x0) = EWdn

∫ h

0
∆n(z, x0)e

(x−x0)
2

σ2x (z − hn)dz. (4.32)

To estimate the effect of electronic deformation, the effective force is calculated

by inserting the bending moment into Equation 3.34. Given the same parameters

as previous calculations and sweeping the excitation position, we get the position
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dependent effective force from electronic deformation. The peak of the effective force

is very close to the base of the cantilever as the laser spot is tight and no diffusion

in x-axis. From the calculated phase, the effective force is out of phase with the

radiation pressure (causing the cantilever to bend up instead of down when the laser

is on) because of the negative coefficient dn, which is how photo-striction gets its

name.

Figure 4.8 shows the magnitude of the calculated effective force from electronic

deformation compared with that of the radiation pressure. It shows that, except for

laser excitation near the base, the effective force due to a carrier density gradient in

the thickness is much smaller than the radiation pressure.

4.3.2 Thermal-elastic bending from a temperature gradient

The temperature gradient distribution can be determined by solving the heat

diffusion equation along the z-axis, assuming the heat diffusion along the x-axis

has negligible contribution to the total bending moment, which is a reasonable

assumption because in this it is the difference in temperature distribution along

the thickness that generates the bending moment. The diffusion equation needs

to be solved in different regions (air above the cantilever, within the cantilever

and below the cantilever) with matched boundary conditions. The heat source

within the cantilever has three sources: thermalization of excited carriers, bulk

recombination, and surface recombination. Here we utilize the results derived in

[71, 77] and use parameters from our experiment to see how this effect compares
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Figure 4.7: Effective force (a) magnitude and (b) phase of the fundamental mode
due to electronic deformation. The incident power is 5 mW, laser sport radius 5
µm, absorption coefficient is 0.15, and excitation frequency 10 kHz, the top surface
recombination rate 0.01 m/s, the bottom surface recombination rate 1 m/s and the
bulk recombination lifetime 5× 10−5 s.
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Radiation pressure

Electronic deformation

Figure 4.8: Comparison of the effective force of the fundamental mode due to radi-
ation pressure and electronic deformation at different excitation positions along the
cantilever.
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with the radiation pressure. Following a similar procedure as the calculation of

the electronic deformation, the temperature increase distribution along the z-axis is

shown in Figure 4.9.

ThermalizationSurface 
recombination

Body 
recombination

Total

(a) (c)

(b) (d)

Figure 4.9: Magnitude of temperature increase distribution along the thickness of
a 1-µm-thick cantilever ∆T (x0, z) at the center of laser spot (x = x0) at the center
of laser excitation. Contributions from three heat sources are shown: (a) surface
recombination, (b) body recombination, and (c) thermalization. (d) is the their
sum. The incident power is 5 mW, laser sport radius 5 µm, absorption coefficient
0.15 and excitation frequency 10 kHz, the top surface recombination rate 0.01 m/s,
the bottom surface recombination rate 1 m/s and the bulk recombination lifetime
5× 10−5 s

The bending moment due to a temperature gradient along the z-axis when

laser excitation is at x0 is calculated by:

M(x;x0) = EWα
∫ h

0
∆T (z, x0)e

(x−x0)
2

σ2x (z − hn)dz. (4.33)
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The bending moment is then inserted into Equation 3.34 to calculate the effective

force, shown in Figure 4.10. The thermal-elastic deformation from the temperature

gradient in thickness is even smaller than the electronic deformation, and is much

smaller than the radiation pressure.

Radiation pressure

Thermalelastic deformation

Figure 4.10: Comparison of the effective force of the fundamental mode due to
radiation pressure and thermal-elastic deformation at different excitation positions
along the cantilever.

4.3.3 Conclusion from electronic and thermal calculations

The above calculations show that neither the electronic deformation due to

excess carrier density gradient along the z-axis nor the thermal-elastic deformation
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due to temperature gradient along the z-axis can explain the photothermal effects we

observed in the experiment. One possible explanation is that although the cantilever

is uncoated, there could be a material difference between the cantilever and the

chip, causing bimorphic effect at the base. For example, we confirmed with the

manufacture of the silicon nitride cantilever that the silicon nitride is deposited on

top of a thin layer of silica, which is on top of the silicon chip. It is also very

common for silicon cantilevers to be fabricated out of silicon-on-insulator (SOI)

wafers, where the cantilever is on top of silicon dioxide on top of silicon. A more

delicate study of the heat transfer process coupled with stress and strain within

micromechanical/nanomechanical structures is needed to find the root cause of the

thermal effects observed experimentally in uncoated cantilever. A detailed finite

element method (FEM) calculation as in [54] would be very helpful in the future.

4.4 Polarization dependent photothermal bending based on nanopho-

tonic gratings

Because the photothermal bimetallic bending is the predominant bending

mechanism for coated cantilevers, which are frequently used in atomic force mi-

croscopy (AFM) to boost the reflectivity and thus the detection sensitivity, people

have started to utilize photothermal excitation to replace the traditional piezoelec-

tric excitation. It is especially useful for AFM imaging in liquids when the damping

is high and the piezoelectric excitation suffers from the notorious “forest of peaks”

problem [78]. Efficiency of the photothermal excitation is important in these appli-
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cations because we would like to achieve the largest amplitude of oscillation with the

smallest laser power. So here we proposed the idea of using nanophotonic gratings to

achieve a polarization dependent photothermal bending that can increase the pho-

tothermal excitation efficiency when the laser polarization is set to one particular

polarization.

The cantilever used for this experiment is the same as in the previous section,

1 µm thick Si with a 30 nm Al coating. Figure 4.11(a) shows a schematics of the

design where a small grating area is to be fabricated near the base of the cantilever to

maximize the photothermal effect. Because the bimetallic bending is directly related

to the absorption, a full-wave finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulation is

conducted for the grating structure under TE and TM polarizations to calculate the

absorption. The grating period and duty cycle (the ratio of the width of the Al to the

width of the period) are varied to find the parameters that maximize the absorption

difference between the TE and TM polarization. The optimal parameters are a

period of 450 nm and an Al width of 240 nm. The grating structure is fabricated

by Dr. Henri Lezec’s group at NIST using focused ion beam (Figure 4.12).

The experimental setup for measuring the polarization dependent photother-

mal bending is similar to Figure 2.1 but with an extra half-wave plate between the

laser and the hot mirror. The half-wave plate can be rotated to change the po-

larization of light hitting the cantilever. The photothermal cantilever tuning curve

(frequency sweep) is recorded at each polarization and fitted to the SHO model as

in [60]. Figure 4.13 shows the fitted off-resonant amplitude A0 as a function of polar-

ization angle at two excitation positions. It can clearly be seen that when the laser
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Figure 4.11: (a) Schematic illustration of fabricating grating structures near the
base of the cantilever and the definition of TE and TM polarization. (b) Absorp-
tion difference (TE minus TM polarization) at 660 nm illumination given different
combination of grating period and duty cycles.

is focused on the grating area, the cantilever oscillation amplitude changes when

the light polarization is varied. The photothermal bending under TM polarization

is more than three times larger than under TE polarization. The Al grating struc-

tures enhanced the absorption for TM polarization at 660 nm, providing a larger

photothermal excitation efficiency compared with the planar Al coating. Thus, this

structure operates as a polarization dependent optomechanical transducer.
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Figure 4.12: SEM image of the grating structures fabricated by focused ion beam.
The camera is tilted at an angle of 52◦, the actual grating area is a 35 µm × 35 µm
square.
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Figure 4.13: Measured cantilever amplitudes (A0) with changing laser polarization
at two different excitation positions. Blue: laser is focused on the grating area. Red:
laser is focused on planar Al coating area. 0◦ corresponds to the TM polarization
and 90◦ corresponds to the TE polarization.
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Chapter 5: Switchable optical materials for attitude control

5.1 Attitude control of a solar sail

Spacecraft attitude is the angular orientation of a spacecraft body vector with

respect to an external reference frame [79]. Attitude control system (ACS) is critical

to stabilize the spacecraft and make changes of the spacecraft’s orientation when

necessary [80]. Although solar sails alleviate the need for chemical propellant, at-

titude control subsystems in current solar sail missions at NASA, e.g. NEA Scout

and Lunar Flashlight missions, are still performed using traditional propellant ejec-

tion gas system. The use of the gas thruster has limited the lifetime of the mission.

A propellant-less attitude control mechanism would reduce weight and cost while

improving performance and lifetime for solar sail missions. One way to achieve at-

titude control is to incorporate materials whose optical properties can be altered

electronically, so that radiation pressure on different parts of a solar sail can be con-

trolled individually and actively during operation. The IKAROS (Interplanetary

Kite-craft Accelerated by Radiation Of the Sun) mission from the Japan Aerospace

eXploration Agency (JAXA) successfully demonstrated the use of a reflective control

device (RCD) to achieve limited attitude control of a spinning-type solar sail [81].

The ideal material for attitude control should have significant momentum transfer
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difference between on and off states over a broad range of solar spectrum.

5.2 Overview of switchable optical materials

In order to achieve attitude control of a solar sail without moving parts, ma-

terials whose optical properties can be switched under external stimuli need to be

applied. We researched different types of switchable optical materials such as elec-

trochromic materials, phase change materials and tunable metamaterials. Here we

discuss briefly their principles and the pros and cons of applying them in the solar

sail application.

5.2.1 Electrochromic materials

Electrochromic materials change color due to the difference in absorption spec-

trum before and after an electron-transfer (redox) process. Many transition metal

oxides are electrochromic, such as tungsten, molybdenum, iridium, nickel, etc. They

are the most studied and popular electrochromic materials for several good reasons.

First of all, both of their redox states are solid, making it possible to use them

as thin films on electrodes. Secondly, once their redox state has been switched,

no further charge injection is needed to retain the new electrochromic state, which

is quite efficient from a power consumption perspective. Last but not the least,

they provide large contrast in color between the two states. Current commercial

applications of electrochromic materials mainly focus on smart windows for auto-

mobiles, buildings, and aircrafts. The most commonly used electrochromic material
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is tungsten trioxide. The coloration process is usually described in terms of the

double-charge-injection model [82]: WO3 + xA++ + xe− = AxWO3, where A+

represents small cations like H+ and Li+. WO3 is colorless while AxWO3 is deep

blue. The WO3 thin film can be fabricated using RF sputtering of a tungsten target

under oxygen flow. To test whether we get tungsten trioxide, we colored the WO3

film by touching an indium wire to the surface covered by dilute H2SO4 acting as

an acid electrolyte [83] (Figure 5.1). The optical transmission spectrum of the film

before and after coloration is measured using an optical microscope and spectrom-

eter (Figure 5.2). After coloration, the transmission above 550 nm decreases much

more than the spectral region below 550 nm, indicating that the strong absorption

of longer wavelengths after coloration results in the film’s deep blue appearance.

After 
coloration

WO3 before 
coloration

1 cm

Figure 5.1: Coloration of the WO3 thin film sputtered on glass slide using chemical
H+ injection.
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Figure 5.2: Optical transmission spectrum of a WO3 film before and after coloration.
The coloration process reduces long wavelength transmission.

It is worth noting that WO3 is also a photochromic material, meaning that

it will change color under UV illumination, a “non-contact” way of changing color.

However, the wavelength of incident light needs to be smaller than 380 nm, and

the efficiency of photochromic response is very low so that either a very high power

light source is needed or the sample need to be exposed for a long period of time.

In the lab, we achieved the coloration of WO3 film by exposing it under high-power

mercury lamp of several watts for 20 minutes, which is not a very practical coloration

method.

In order to achieve electronically controlled coloration and the reverse bleach-

ing, an electrochromic device (EMD) needs to be constructed to allow the flow of

ions. The basic structure of an EMD is similar to a battery device, shown in Figure

5.3.

The advantages of an electrochromic device include: 1) it can achieve a rel-
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Figure 5.3: Schematic of the working principle of an electrochromic device. When a
positive voltage is applied as shown in the figure, ions transport from the ion storage
layer to the electrochromic material through the electrolyte, causing coloration.

atively large change in optical properties throughout visible spectrum under small

applied voltages, and 2) once the state is changed,there is no need to apply a volt-

age to maintain the state. The main disadvantage of an electrochromic device is

its slow switching speed, because the device operation is based on ion diffusion and

transportation. The switching time also scales with the surface area, so the larger

the area the slower the switching speed.

5.2.2 Thermochromic phase change materials

Thermochromic materials refer to materials that change color due to a change

in temperature. Broadly speaking, thermochromic liquid crystals, thermochromic

dyes and many inorganic compounds are all thermochromic materials [84]. Among
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these, vanadium dioxide, VO2, stands out and receives significant attention due to

its reversible semiconductor-to-metallic phase transition at a relatively low transi-

tion temperature (Tc ≈ 68◦C). Although the phase change mainly refers to the

change in electrical properties, it is also accompanied by a dramatic change in the

optical properties, especially in the infrared regime, making it an appealing thin

film thermochromic material. The transition temperature can be further lowered

by doping the VO2 with tungsten [85]. Besides temperature, the phase transition

of VO2 coatings can be controlled by other external parameters such as pressure,

photo-excitation, photo-carrier injection into a VO2 heterostructure, and electric

field [86]. These properties make VO2 a good candidate as a smart coating material

for a number of applications such as smart windows [87], smart radiators [88] and

switchable metamaterials [89].

VO2 is also an attractive material for switchable solar sail applications, be-

cause unlike electrochromic materials that require building a bulky cell to achieve

reversible change in color, tens of nanometers of a VO2 thin film is all it needs,

which can reduce the added mass of the solar sail. In order to predict and optimize

the performance of thin film VO2, we used the optical properties of VO2 derived

from the dispersion model provided in [90] to calculate the reflection and absorption

coefficients. Then we define the weighted average fraction of momentum transfered

to the solar sail across the AM0 spectrum, given by

fp =

∫
[2R(λ) + A(λ)]S(λ)dλ∫

S(λ)dλ
, (5.1)
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where R(λ), A(λ) and S(λ) are reflection coefficient, absorption coefficient and

AM0 solar irradiance at wavelength λ, respectively. The difference of fp between

the semiconductor phase (S) and the metallic phase (M) is our figure of merit, given

by

∆fp = |fs − fm|. (5.2)

Here we considered two situations: VO2 film on transmissive substrate(glass)

and VO2 film on a 100 nm Al coating (common in current solar sail designs). In the

first situation, the optimal VO2 thickiness is 30 nm, providing ∆fp = 0.06, shown in

Figure 5.4. We can see that although the material has a large change in the optical

properties for the infrared regime, the majority of the solar power lies below 1 µm,

where the difference is small for VO2. For the second situation (VO2 on Al), the

optimal VO2 thickness is 25 nm, giving ∆fp = 0.09.

From the calculation we see that the momentum switchability of VO2 film is

not very good under the weighted solar spectrum in space. The film is too absorbing

in the visible spectrum and does not provide much switchability in this regime where

the peak of the solar spectrum lies. The other drawback is that VO2 is difficult to

deposit onto flexible substrates such as Kapton. The reason is that the film needs

to be crystalline in order to demonstrate the phase transition behavior. Depositing

on a sapphire substrate with high substrate temperature (500◦C) is a typical way

to make crystalline VO2 because of the matched lattice constants [89]. Researchers

have demonstrated that it is possible to get VO2 deposited on Kapton, but with a

obvious performance degradation [91].
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Figure 5.4: (a) Fraction of photon momentum transfered to the 30 nm VO2 thin
film. (b) Fraction of photon momentum transfered to the 25 nm VO2 thin film on
top of 100 nm Al film. (c) AM0 solar irradiance spectrum.
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5.2.3 Switchable metamaterials

Metamaterials are artificially engineered media that are designed to have

unique electromagnetic properties that do not exist in nature. Metamaterials are

usually composed of 1D, 2D or 3D arrangements of individual elements, a.k.a “meta-

atoms”, whose dimensions are much smaller than the wavelength of the electromag-

netic radiation [92]. One of the exotic behaviors that metamateriasl can achieve is

a negative index of refraction, proposed by Veselago 50 years ago [93]. Over the last

two decades, researchers have achieved a negative index of refraction over a variety

of wavelength regimes [94–97]. More recently, many researchers have been focusing

on metamaterials whose optical properties can be tuned by external means. This is

appealing for a switchable solar sail because optical metamaterials are often made

of metal thin films or nanostructures, making them very light-weight. However, the

optical response of metamaterials is usually very narrow, so they are not going to

provide much tunability averaged over the entire solar spectrum. For future laser

propelled light-sails, on the other hand, metameterials could be extremely useful

because it can be designed for specific wavelength.

Tunable metamaterials can either have a frequency shift or amplitude mod-

ulation of the resonant peak upon tuning. One way to tune the resonance is to

change the physical size of the meta-atoms. Pryce et al. fabricated split-ring res-

onators on a PDMS substrate and achieved a 400 nm resonant frequency shift at

a wavelength about 4 µm by mechanically stretching the substrate [98]. If the

meta-atoms have no coupling, changing the physical distance between meta-atoms
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results in a modulation of the amplitude of the resonance, but if the meta-atoms

are strongly coupled, doing so will change both the amplitude and the resonance

frequency. Ou et al. fabricated plasmonic metamaterials on MEMS structures such

as beams and comb-drive structures, which can be deformed easily by photothermal

or electrostatic actuation [99, 100]. They achieved up to 50% resonance amplitude

modulation in the near-infrared regime (1 µm ∼ 2 µm).

For optical metamaterials, the resonance wavelength can also be tuned by

changing the refractive index of the surrounding materials. Generally speaking,

changing the real part of the refractive index will shift the resonant wavelength,

while changing the imaginary part will affect the amplitude of the resonance and

quality factor. Dicken et al. demonstrated temperature-tuned metamaterials in the

near-IR range based on metal-to-insulator phase transition of vanadium dioxide.

The resonance frequency can be tuned by about 100 nm at the wavelength around

2.5 µm [89]. Driscoll et al. also utilized the tunability of vanadium dioxide to

obtain a memory metamaterial whose response shows hysteresis during heating and

cooling [101]. Another popular switchable medium is a liquid crystal (LC). Due to

their optical birefringence, different orientation of LCs under varying electric field

will provide different effective refractive indices. Xiao et al. changed the magnetic

response of metallic nanostrips from 650 nm to 632 nm by heating the liquid crystal

from 20◦C to 50◦C [102]. In the terahertz regime, Shrekenhamer et al. achieved

electrical modulation of the absorption of a metamaterial immersed in a LC by 30%

at 2.62 THz. The absorption peak also changed over 4% compared to the center

frequency [103].
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For microwave or terahertz metamaterials, the meta-atoms can often be mapped

to an equivalent lumped RLC circuit. The effective resistance can be altered by ei-

ther electrical carrier injection [104] or photoexcited carrier injection [105]. A novel

approach that generates large tunability in a meta-atom’s response in the microwave

regime (more than 100% in frequency) was recently reported, which was achieved

by tuning the effective inductance using radio frequency superconducting quantum

interference device (SQUID) [106–108].

5.2.4 Summary

The switchable materials covered in this chapter are by no means a complete

list. For most cases, choosing the right switchable material is a trade-off between

it being light weight and tunable. However, it is very hard to achieve switchability

across a broad wavelength range. In the next chapter, we will be looking at a

scattering type of switchable material, polymer dispersed liquid crystal, that shows

great promise for a switchable solar sail material.
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Chapter 6: Polymer dispersed liquid crystals (PDLCs)

6.1 Background and motivation

The concept of radiation pressure for space propulsion has a long history in

both popular culture and as a next generation space technology [31, 32]. Most

space missions are limited by the amount of chemical propellant carried on board;

however, as an alternative, solar sails use solar radiation pressure as propulsion and

offer an opportunity for propellant-free space travel, enabling long-term and long-

distance missions that are impossible with traditional methods. Although solar sail

propulsion alleviates the need to carry chemical fuel, attitude control and steering are

still performed using traditional methods involving reaction wheels and propellant

ejection. A propellant-less attitude control mechanism would reduce weight and

cost while improving performance and lifetime for solar sail missions. One way to

achieve attitude control is to incorporate materials whose optical properties can

be altered electronically, so that radiation pressure on different parts of a solar

sail can be controlled individually and actively during operation. The IKAROS

(Interplanetary Kite-craft Accelerated by Radiation Of the Sun) mission from the

Japan Aerospace eXploration Agency (JAXA) successfully demonstrated the use of

a reflective control device (RCD) to achieve limited attitude control of a spinning-
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type solar sail [81]. The ideal material for attitude control should have significant

momentum transfer difference between on and off states over a broad range of solar

spectrum.

For the past few decades, liquid crystal devices have been used in numerous

light control applications [109–111]. Among those, polymer dispersed liquid crystal

(PDLC) films stand out due to their ability to be switched from an opaque to a trans-

parent state with the applied external electric field without the need for polarizers.

Since its discovery [112], researchers have extensively explored the potential appli-

cations of PDLCs in the areas of flat panel displays [113], smart windows [114,115]

microlens [116], etcetera. PDLC films consist of liquid crystal microdroplets dis-

persed in a polymer matrix. The liquid crystal droplets are optically birefringent

with ordinary refractive index no and extraordinary refractive index ne, while the

polymer is an optically isotropic material with refractive index np. In the absence

of an applied electric field (off state), the optical axes of individual bipolar droplets

align randomly, resulting in spatial variations of refractive indices across the film.

Liquid crystal microdroplets whose refractive indices differ from polymer matrix

strongly scatters light and the PDLC film appears hazy. When enough voltage is

applied across the film (on state), the liquid crystal molecules, which have positive

dielectric anisotropy, align their optical axes with the electric field so that light

incident normal to the film experiences a refractive index no in the liquid crystal

droplets. By choosing the appropriate liquid crystal and polymer so that no and np

are equal, the film becomes highly transparent as a result of reduced light scattering

in the on state [57]. Unlike traditional liquid crystal displays, which need polarizers
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and waste half of the light in the bright state, PDLCs do not require polarizers,

offering much higher optical/energy efficiency. PDLCs also have significant optical

contrast between on and off states over a broad range of the solar spectrum and

the ability to be fabricated on a flexible substrate, both of which make it an ideal

material for solar sail attitude control.

In this chapter, we present a steerable solar sail concept based on a PDLC

that switches between transparent and scattering states, enabling attitude control

without mechanically moving parts or chemical propellant. Devices are fabricated

and characterized (transmission, reflection, absorption and scattering) over the vis-

ible and near infrared range of solar spectrum (400 nm - 1100 nm) and are found

to outperform previous designs by more than a factor of four in terms of over-all

weighted momentum switchablility between on and off states. Devices require no

power in the diffusely reflective state and dissipate less than 0.5 mW/cm2 while in

the on state, showing great potential as a low-power switching mechanism for solar

sail attitude control.

Figure 6.1 shows an exemplary design of a solar sail incorporating PDLC de-

vices. The main part of the solar sail is coated with highly reflective aluminum to

provide maximum thrust from solar radiation pressure. PDLC devices are attached

to the transparent edges to maximize the torque generated from the radiation pres-

sure difference between on and off states. In Figure 6.1, PDLC devices on the left are

in the off state and scatter into both the forward and backward directions, resulting

in a larger radiation pressure than those on the right, which are in the transmissive

on state.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic showing propellantless altitude control of a solar sail using
PDLC devices. The optical properties of PDLC devices are controlled individually,
which results in spatial-variation of the radiation pressure across the solar sail.
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6.2 Device fabrication

To demonstrate the potential momentum switchablity of PDLCs, a 33 µm

thick PDLC cell made from E7 nematic liquid crystal and Norland Optical Adhesive

(NOA65) was prepared by the phase separation method. This thickness provides a

good balance between high scattering in the off state and low turn-on voltage. The

PDLC mixture consists of liquid crystal E7 (LC Matter Corp.) and photocurable

polymer NOA65 (Norland Products) with 1:1 weight ratio. It is filled into an empty

cell made with two ITO coated glass slides (Adafruit) with ITO coating facing

inwards, which is separated by two polyester spacers (McMaster-Carr) on the edges.

The PDLC mixture is then cured at room temperature for 1 minute with a UV

lamp [117]. The two ITO layers are connected to copper wires and the electric field is

applied through a custom-built high voltage AC source operating at 100 Hz. E7 has a

nematic-isotropic transition temperature at 61◦C and a positive dielectric anisotropy

(∆ε = ε‖−ε⊥) at 20◦C, where and represent the parallel and perpendicular dielectric

constants, respectively. The refractive indices of E7 at 20◦C are given as no = 1.5183;

no = 1.7378 (λ = 632.8 nm), leading to a birefringence of 0.2195. The melting point

is 0◦C [118].

6.3 Device characterization

A common method to determine the light scattering properties of a device is to

measure its direct transmission with collection optics of a well-defined f-number (f/12
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is commonly used, equivalent to a collection angle of 4.8◦) [117]. A supercontinuum

tunable laser (Fianium WhiteLase SC400UV) is used as the light source, and a

homemade high-voltage driving circuit provides the square-wave AC voltages needed

to turn the PDLC cell from opaque to transparent. The direct transmission is

determined as a function of both wavelength and applied voltage as the device

switches between the transmissive on state and the opaque off state (Figure 6.2a).

For a typical PDLC device, the direct transmission can be varied from 0% to

> 80% upon switching. As the input wavelength increases from 400 nm to 750 nm,

the direct transmission increases monotonically with wavelength. Both off state and

on state transmission as well as turn-on voltage is greater at longer wavelengths,

because the scattering cross sections at long wavelengths are smaller than those at

short wavelengths under the same degree of droplet director alignment (same electric

field) based on the anomalous diffraction model of scattering [119]. Despite some

wavelength dependence, the significant optical contrast provided by the switchable

scattering of PDLC is broadband in nature (Figure 6.2c).

In order to calculate the momentum transferred to the PDLC device, the an-

gular distribution of light scattering of the PDLC cell under normal incidence is

measured to determine the fraction of light scattered to different angles and their

corresponding contribution to the total momentum transfer (Figure 6.3a). Scatter-

ing distribution measurements are made using a custom goniometer with sample

illumination by a Fianium supercontinuum laser at normal incidence. The system

rotates a photodiode about the sample and the photocurrent is measured by a Keith-

ley 2400 Source Meter. The height of the photodiode is adjusted to the same height
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Figure 6.2: a) The direct transmission as a function of input wavelength and RMS
(root mean square) voltage applied to the PDLC cell. b) The direct transmission
as a function of RMS voltage at 650 nm, corresponding to the black line in a). The
turn-on voltage V90 at this wavelength, where the transmission reaches 90% of the
maximum transmission, is 70 V, and the corresponding turn-on field is 2.12 V/m.
Insets: photos of the PDLC cell in the (i) off state and (ii) on state. c) The direct
transmission across the visible on state (100 V) and off state (0 V), corresponding
to the blue and red lines in a), respectively.

with the input laser to record the optical power along the equator of the scattering

profile. The scattering is independent of azimuthal angle [110].

The angular distribution of the scattering under increasing applied voltage is

shown in Figure 6.3b. In the off state (zero applied field), the scattering profile is

very broad with a small amount of direct transmission (< 0.2% at 632.8 nm). The

full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the diffusive scattering profile (after removing

the direct transmission) is about 48◦, larger than the 30◦ predicted by the anomalous

diffraction approximation [110]. Multiple scattering causes the intensity to fall off

much more slowly with scattering angle because the cell is quite thick compared with

the size of liquid crystal microdroplets [120]. As the applied voltage increases, direct

transmission and forward scattering gradually increase, and, after reaching the turn-

on voltage (V90), scattering reduces dramatically, and the film becomes transparent

and is dominated by direct transmission. This sharp change in the scattering profile
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Figure 6.3: a) Experimental setup for measuring the angular distribution of light
scattering for the PDLC cell. Input light is at normal incidence. b) A series of angu-
lar distribution measurements using 632.8 nm illumination with increasing voltages
applied to the PDLC cell. Each curve shows the optical power measured at different
scattering angles normalized to the incident laser power and is mirrored with respect
to zero degrees (incident direction). Scattering distribution of the PDLC is shown
in the off state under c) visible and d) infrared illumination.
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originates from the strong nonlinear relationship between the applied voltage, degree

of droplet director alignment, and scattering cross section [121].

The angular distributions as a function of wavelength are also measured be-

cause it is important for calculating the total momentum transfer under broadband

solar illumination (Figure 6.3c and 6.3d). The scattering distribution of the PDLC

in the off state shows strong wavelength dependence. As the wavelength increases,

a greater fraction of scattered light goes in the forward direction rather than in the

backward direction. The Lambertian scattering profile, which was used in a previ-

ous work [81], is a good approximation for scattering at short wavelengths but fails

to describe the scattering distribution at longer wavelengths.

The total transmission and absorption of the PDLC in the on and off states are

measured with an integrating sphere (Figure 6.4). The measurements are made us-

ing an integrating sphere (Labsphere RTC-060) illuminated by monochromatic light

(5 nm bandwidth). Transmission is measured by placing the sample at an open port

in the sphere and illuminating through this sample. Absorption measurements are

similarly made but with the sample mounted in the center of the sphere. Measure-

ments are made at a near-normal incidence of 13◦ for absorption measurements and

7◦ for transmission measurements, where the difference is due to the geometry of

the setup. The light intensity in the sphere is detected with a photodiode. A small

portion of the incident light beam is diverted to a reference photodiode to account

for power variation of the light source. Second order diffuse absorption in the sam-

ple (light that is reflected or transmitted by the sample which then scatters and is

re-directed toward the sample) is accounted for with a diffuse illumination measure-
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Figure 6.4: Total transmission, absorption, and reflection of the PDLC cell in the
on and off states under near normal incidence measured with an integrating sphere.
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ment. The signal to noise ratio is enhanced using a chopper and lock-in amplifier

configuration (Stanford Research Systems 830). The total reflection is calculated

from the two measurements as:

R(λ) = 1− T (λ)− A(λ) (6.1)

With increasing wavelength, the total transmission increases at first because of re-

duced scattering and then decreases due to the stronger absorption of the ITO layer

at longer wavelengths. The total reflection, on the other hand, decreases (with

increasing wavelength) due to the reduced scattering and is finally dominated by

specular reflection at the long wavelength end of the spectrum, which is less depen-

dent on the bias across the PDLC film. The ITO layer used in this cell has a large

absorption in the near infrared because it is optimized for maximum transmission

in the visible spectrum while providing good conductivity. We note that the slight

difference in the transmission data between Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.4 is likely due

to sample aging ( ∼ 1 month) in ambient environment between measurements and

slight differences in the measurement techniques. Effects of space environment on

the device are beyond the scope of this manuscript but will be considered in future

work.

6.4 Momentum calculation

With all the optical properties measured, we can calculate the momentum

transferred to the PDLC device under solar illumination. The initial and final
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Figure 6.5: Fraction of momentum per photon transferred to the PDLC (left axis)
in the on and off states at different wavelengths (400-1100 nm) overlaid with the
AM0 solar irradiance spectrum (right axis). The measured data covers 77.1% of the
total energy (or momentum) of the AM0 solar spectrum.
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momenta of monochromatic photons with momentum magnitude of p0 are:

~pi = p0ŝ,

and

~pf = p0[Rsŝ− 2Rs(n̂ · ŝ−RdCRdn̂+ TdCTdn̂],

respectively, where n̂ is the surface normal unit vector of the PDLC device, ŝ is the

unit vector for initial photon direction, Ts is the direct transmission coefficient (i.e.

the fraction of incident photons directly transmitted), Rs is the specular reflection

coefficient, Td is the diffusive transmission coefficient, Rd is the diffusive reflection

coefficient and CRd and CTd are the diffusive transmission and reflection momentum

coefficients. CRd and CTd represent the average fraction of momenta (absolute value)

of diffusive transmitted or diffusive reflected photons, which are calculated from the

scattering angular distribution measurement as:

CTd =

∫ π/2
0 IT (θ)cosθsinθdθ∫ π/2

0 IT (θ)sinθdθ
, (6.2)

and

CRd =
|
∫ π
π/2 IR(θ)cosθsinθdθ|∫ π
π/2 IR(θ)sinθdθ

, (6.3)

where IT (θ) and IR(θ) are the measured normalized powers in the scattering profile

measurement (Figure 6.3).The difference in the initial and final momenta is the
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momentum transferred to the PDLC:

~psail = ~pi − ~pf = p0[(1− Ts −Rs)~s+ (2Rs(~n · ~s) +RdCRd + TdCTd)~n]. (6.4)

The maximum thrust and greatest switchability occurs when the solar sail is di-

rectly facing the sun (normal incidence illumination), which is the case that we will

consider. Thus, at normal incidence, ~n · ~s = 1, and the equation above reduces to:

~psail = p0(1 +Rs − Ts +RdCRd − TdCTd)~n. (6.5)

Here we define a wavelength dependent coefficient:

fp(λ) = 1 +Rs(λ)− Ts(λ) +Rd(λ)CRd(λ)− Td(λ)CTd(λ), (6.6)

which gives the fraction of momentum per photon transferred to the PDLC, shown in

Figure 6.5. Because a solar sail would be illuminated by a broadband solar spectrum

in space, the weighted average fraction of momentum transferred to the PDLC (in

either state) is calculated by

favg =

∫
fp(λ)S(λ)dλ∫
S(λ)dλ

, (6.7)
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where S(λ) is the AM0 solar irradiance. The change of the fraction of the weighted

average momentum transferred to PDLC between the on state and the off state is:

∆favg = favg,on − favg,off (6.8)

|∆favg| is a primary figure of merit for a switchable solar sail, where larger values of

correspond to greater switchability of the momentum transfer. Over our measure-

ment range, from 400 nm to 1100 nm, |∆favg| ≈ 0.5.

Compared with the RCD devices on IKAROS that are switched from diffusive

scattering in the off state to specular reflection in the on state, our transmissive-type

PDLC devices that are switched from diffusive scattering in the off state to direct

transmission in the on state provide a larger momentum transfer difference, ∆favg.

Figure of merits of the RCD devices on IKAROS are also calculated based on the

data provided in [81], where a Lambertian scattering profile is assumed for all wave-

lengths rather than measured as in this paper (Table 6.1). Although our measure-

ment range was limited to 400∼1100 nm, it covers 77.1% of the energy/momentum

available from the AM0 solar spectrum. If the device had no switchability between

300∼400 nm and 1100∼2000 nm (which is unlikely), the device would still outper-

form the RCD devices on IKAROS by nearly a factor of four.

RCD on IKAROS (300 to 2000 nm) Our device (400 to 1100 nm)

favg,on 1.51 0.43

favg,off 1.40 0.93

|∆favg| 0.11 0.50

Table 6.1: Comparison of figure of merits between our device and IKAROS.
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Because the orientations of the liquid crystal droplet directors are determined

by the electric field, we further explore the possibility of reducing the turn-on voltage

and power consumption of the PDLC device by thinning the PDLC layer. However,

a thinner PDLC device potentially has less scattering in the off state and thus will

compromise its momentum switchability. To demonstrate the tradeoff, five PDLC

cells with different thicknesses but the same PDLC mixture and ITO coated glasses

(SPI Supplies) are made and tested. The visual images of these PDLC cells in

the on and off states show that the direct transmission in the on states do not

change much with thickness but in the off state, thinner cells start to appear more

transparent, indicating less scattering and more direct transmission (Figure 6.6a).

Optical properties of the five cells are measured following the procedures described

above, and the fractions of the weighted average momentum transferred to the

PDLCs are calculated (Figure 6.6b). As expected, momentum transferred to the

PDLC in the off state decreases for thinner cells, while the momentum transferred

to the PDLC in the on state change very little.

To measure the power consumption of the PDLC device, a load resistor of

1.2 kΩ is connected in series with the PDLC. When the cell is in the on state, the

current through the resistor and the voltage across the PDLC device are recorded

in the time domain. The product of the current and voltage is then averaged over

a period to determine the average power consumption of the PDLC in the on state.

Their turn-on voltages are determined (Figure 6.6c). They both follow an approxi-

mate linear relationship with cell thickness over the voltage range consider in these

experiments. Therefore, reducing the PDLC thickness is an effective way to re-
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duce power consumption. Ohmic loss in the TCO and leakage current throughout

the device eventually limit the minimum power consumption; however, the reduced

switchability for films below a few microns will likely restrict how thin these devices

can be made for useful solar sail applications.
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Figure 6.6: a) Optical images of (1 in x 1 in) devices in the off state (1st row) and
the on state (2nd row) of five PDLC cells with increasing thickness from left to
right. Cell thickness is measured by optical interferometry. b) Average fraction of
momentum transferred to the PDLCs weighed by the AM0 solar spectrum over the
measurement range (400 nm to 1100 nm) for the five devices. c) Turn-on voltages
(left), determined by 90% transmission at 650 nm incident illumination, and power
consumption per unit area (right) in the on state as a function of PDLC thickness.
The black and red lines are linear fits to the turn-on voltage and power consumption
data, respectively. Inset: direct transmission under 650 nm illumination versus
applied RMS voltage.

In summary, we fabricated and characterized a transmissive-type PDLC de-
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vice for use as an electrically tunable radiation pressure modulator for propellant-

less attitude control of a solar sail. The PDLC device provides large, broadband

differences in the optical properties between on and off states without the need for

polarizers. The measured optical properties (transmission, reflection, absorption,

and scattering) are combined to calculate the expected momentum transferred to

the device as a function of incident wavelength. The difference in weighted average

momentum per photon over the measurement range (400 nm to 1100 nm, covering

77.1% of the total energy/momentum of the AM0 solar spectrum) between the on

and off states can be as large as 0.5, approximately 4 times higher than previous

reflective-type devices. The approach of calculating the momentum transfer of light

based on measured data can be applied to other types of scattering materials and

devices. Lastly, we showed the impact of PDLC thickness on the optical momen-

tum transfer and electrical power consumption and discussed the trade-off between

optical switchablity and power consumption. Thinner cells enable reduced operat-

ing voltages and power consumption while thicker cells provide larger momentum

difference between the on and off states. The desired thickness of the PDLC de-

vice will depend on mission specific requirements but can easily be modified using

these techniques. The development of an electrically switchable radiation pressure

modulator will enable new functionality for solar sail missions and will expedite the

development of long-term and long-distance, propellant-free space flight.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and outlook

This thesis presents research endeavors into two distinct fields that are deeply

connected by radiation pressure. In Chapter 2-4, the challenge of measuring radi-

ation pressure in an ambient environment is addressed through two novel experi-

mental methods. In Chapter 5-6, the concept of using switchable optical materials

as a way of solar sail attitude control without moving parts is proposed and poly-

mer dispersed liquid crystal devices are made and characterized, which shows great

momentum transfer switchability under entire solar spectrum.

7.1 Radiation pressure measurements

With the rise of optomicromechanical devices and cavity optomechanics, mea-

suring the radiation pressure has become an important problem due to accompany-

ing photothermal effects. The first part of the thesis demonstrates that it is possible

to measure the radiation pressure in an ambient environment quantitatively with

great accuracy. Two different methods are used to separate radiation pressure and

photothermal effects in two different experiments. The first experiment measures

radiation pressure on an uncoated silicon nitride microcantilever under a single wave-

length illumination (660 nm). The radiation pressure and photothermal effects are
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separated through cantilever’s frequency response and found to cause the cantilever

to bend in opposite directions. The measured radiation pressure matches theoretical

calculations, finding agreement within the calculated errors.

The second experiment demonstrates the first measurement of a wavelength

dependent radiation pressure due to thin film interference of a silicon cantilever

over a continuous wavelength range. A technique to obtain the local reflection

and absorption spectrum from the in-situ transmission spectrum measurement is

determined, which is essential to obtaining the predicted magnitude of radiation

pressure. The tunable wavelength excitation measurement is a good way to distin-

guish photothermally driven oscillations from radiation pressure driven oscillations.

For photothermally driven oscillations, the normalized cantilever amplitude response

under different wavelength excitation aligns with the absorption spectrum while for

radiation pressure driven oscillation, the normalized cantilever amplitude response

under different wavelength excitation aligns with the reflection spectrum. This has

been verified by exciting near the base and the free end of the cantilever.

Besides experimental methods, this thesis also presents a theoretical frame-

work based on cantilever beam theory to transform any distributed force or bending

moment at any position along the cantilever to a mode-dependent effective force

analytically. This makes it easy to compare the deformation caused by photother-

mal effects and radiation pressure. First principle derivations of an effective force

from photothermal effects such as bimetallic, thermal elastic and electronic defor-

mation are also discussed. Although the thermal elastic and electronic deformation

effects calculated for uncoated cantilevers are too small compared to what is ob-
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served in the experiments, it brought insight into the complexity of thermal effects

in a semiconductor micromechanical structure.

This thesis also presents other findings related to the radiation pressure mea-

surement. Fano resonances have been observed when the excitation laser and detec-

tion laser beams are in close proximity. A model is given and able to fit the complex

amplitude signal to extract resonant and non-resonant terms. Despite being an

artifact in the radiation pressure experiment, polarization dependent photothermal

bending based on nanophotonic gratings on a cantilever is demonstrated and shows

great contrast in deflection between two different polarizations.

7.2 Polymer dispersed liquid crystals for solar sail attitude control

With the goal of utilizing switchable optical devices to achieve attitude con-

trol of a solar sail, various types of materials are discussed in this thesis in terms of

performance and feasibility for application in a fully functioning solar sail. Among

all candidates, the polymer dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC) device stands out and

becomes the focus of this thesis due to its substantial and broadband differences

in the optical properties between on and off states without the need for polarizers.

They are also much easier to fabricated on large flexible substrates. Transmissive-

type PDLC devices are fabricated and characterized. The thesis presents a formula

to calculated the expected momentum transfered to the device at each wavelength

based on measured optical properties (transmission, reflection, absorption, and scat-

tering). A figure of merit is also defined in terms of momentum switchability as the
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difference in the weighted average momentum per photon over the AM0 solar spec-

trum between on and off states. Due to the available light source and detectors ,

the measurement range is limited to between 400 nm to 1100 nm, covering 77.1% of

the total energy/momentum of the AM0 solar spectrum. The figure of merit can be

as large as 0.5, approximately 4 times higher than previous reflective-type devices.

This approach of calculating the momentum transfer from light based on measured

data can be applied to other types of scattering materials and devices. Further, the

impact of PDLC thickness on the optical momentum transfer and electrical power

consumption is also discussed. There is a trade-off between optical switchablity and

power consumption. Thinner cells enable reduced operating voltages and power

consumption, while thicker cells provide a larger momentum difference between the

on and off states. The desired thickness of the PDLC device will depend on mission

specific requirements but can easily be modified using these techniques. The devel-

opment of an electrically switchable radiation pressure modulator will enable new

functionality for solar sail missions and will expedite the development of long-term

and long-distance, propellant-free space flight.

7.3 Future work for PDLCs

To further achieve applying the PDLCs to the solar sails, we first need to

look into fabrication of PDLC devices on flexible substrates and how to characterize

the device performance. Preliminary results have been achieved by fabricating the

PDLC device on ITO coated PET material. The fabricated PDLC device shows
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good performance in terms of switchability under a large bending curvature (Figure

7.1).

Further improvement of PDLC devices for solar sail applications can come

from two aspects. Firstly, the optical switchability of the PDLC layer and its turn-

on voltage could be improved by exploiting different combinations of liquid crystals

and polymer matrices. Furthermore, the total area density of the PDLC devices

could be reduced if lighter transparent electrodes are used, such as silver nanowires,

carbon nanotubes and graphene.

ON OFF

Figure 7.1: Images of flexible PDLC devices made on ITO coated PET material
with a thickness of 200 µm.
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7.4 Potential experiments to solve the Abraham-Minkowski contro-

versy

In previous chapters, we demonstrate that our experimental setup is capa-

ble of measuring radiation pressure as small as a few pico-newtons in an ambient

environment. However, the current setup cannot resolve the Abraham-Minkowski

controversy for the following reasons. Our setup measures the radiation pressure

caused by reflection and absorption, but these photons do not give us any infor-

mation about the momentum of light inside the medium. As shown in Figure 7.2,

reflected photons do not enter the medium at all and absorbed photons have zero

momentum after they have been absorbed. Photons transmitted at the first air-

cantilever interface will generate a impulse on the medium due to the change of

photon momentum inside the medium (pn = αh̄k, where α = n or α = 1/n). This

impulse will cause the medium to move up (if α = n) or down (if α = 1/n). How-

ever, this movement is soon stopped by the counteractive impulse when the photon

leaves the medium. Under a constant illumination power, for a lossless cantilever,

the photon fluxes at the top and bottom interfaces are equal at any given time,

therefore, no net force is generated on the medium from transmitted photons.

In order to measure the photon momentum inside the medium, we first need to

have a perfect anti-reflection coating and a lossless material to minimize the radia-

tion pressure because it is considered a background offset to the experiment and it is

hard to detect a small change on a large background. Secondly, we need to measure
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pi= ℏ𝑘

pn= αℏ𝑘
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l

Figure 7.2: Schematics of the momenta of reflected, absorbed and transmitted pho-
tons at each stage when interacting with a medium with refractive index n which is
free to move (e.g. a cantilever). The gray slab represents the cantilever. pi is the
initial photon momentum in air, pn is the photon momentum in the medium and pf
is the final momentum of that photon.

the movement of the cantilever when the photons transmitted into the medium are

still inside the medium and no counteractive impulse have been generated yet. We

can achieve this by increasing the transit time of light traveling inside the medium

and using a short laser pulse that is shorter than the transit time. However, increas-

ing the thickness of the cantilever will decrease the measurement sensitivity. Using

material with strong polaritonic effects as suggested in [30] is a potential solution.

So far we have been discussing about light entering from the air into the

medium. What if the light is generated inside the medium? Here we propose an

interesting experiment that incorporate a cantilever with direct bandgap material

and a p-n junction in it. On top the cantilever, a photogenic bandgap material

is designed to restrict light from escaping upward. An anti-reflection coating is

deposited on the other side of the cantilever so that light can transmit through

without any reflection. When a voltage is applied to the junction, photons generated

can only exit through the bottom of the cantilever. If the photon inside the medium

has a momentum nh̄k, the cantilever will bend down as a recoil and if the photon
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inside the medium has a momentum h̄k/n, the cantilever will bend down.

P

N

Photonic bandgap

V

pf= ℏ𝑘

pi= αℏ𝑘

Antireflection coating

Figure 7.3: Proposed cantilever schematic for measuring the photon momentum
inside the cantilever.
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Appendix A: Modifications of the Cypher AFM

A.1 Free space optical path through the side window

The major modification of the Cypher AFM (Asylum Research) for the single

wavelength radiation pressure measurement (660 nm) is shown in Figure A.1. Before

the addition of the RainbowDrive, the light was introduced into the Cypher from

the side. There are two advantages of this approach: (1) low optical loss along the

optical path (about a quarter of the optical power reaching the cantilever) and (2)

the measurement can be done with the Cypher door closed, which minimizes the

noise level. The disadvantage of this approach is that it is very hard to align the

laser beam onto cantilever because it is not possible to do fine manual adjustments

of the optics inside the Cypher chamber.

A.2 Free space coupling into the RainbowDrive

RainbowDrive is an add-on module Asylum Research made for us to aid the

process of coupling external light onto the cantilever. It consists of a motorized

mirror that can be connected to the mother board and be controlled by the software.

It greatly reduces our time of the initial alignment and makes it possible to micro-
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External 
Laser

(a) (b)

(c)

100 μm

Figure A.1: (a) External laser coupled into the atomic force microscope through a
customized transparent window on the side of the Cypher. (b) Optics inside the
Cypher chamber (the area in the white circle in (a)). A 45◦ diachronic hot mirror
is placed above the objective using a custom designed holder to reflect the external
laser beam down while letting pass the light for imaging. (c) Image of the cantilever
with the focused external laser beam. The actual spot size of the focused light is
much smaller than it seems in the photo because many pixels in the photodetector
are saturated, appearing white thus making the spot bigger.
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adjust the beam position with a few mouse clicks. However, several drawbacks exist

in this approach. Firstly, the optical loss is high due to multiple elements inside the

RainbowDrive. Secondly, the RainbowDrive’s optics, with the original C560TME

aspherical lens in place, is designed for a laser beam with a divergence of 71 mrad

(the divergence of the laser diode used in the BlueDrive). It is not designed for a

collimated input beam. In order to get a decently focused spot size on the cantilever,

light coming out of the RainbowDrive (before the objective) need to be collimated.

Lastly, RainbowDrive requires the input light coming from the front of the Cypher,

which forces the door to be left open during the measurement (Figure A.2).

(a) (b)

CantileverChip

Figure A.2: (a) External laser coupled into the atomic force microscope through the
RainbowDrive from the front of the Cypher. (b) Image of the cantilever with the
focused external infrared laser beam.
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A.3 Fiber coupling into the RainbowDrive

It is possible to couple light into the RainbowDrive through an optical fiber

(Figure A.3 and A.4). Depending on the requirement, either multi-mode (MM) fiber

or single-mode (SM) fiber can be used. The MM fiber is used when a broad spectrum

needs to be launched into the Cypher at once. A parabolic right-angle mirror is used

as a fiber coupler to couple light into the MM fiber because the focal length of a

parabolic mirror is independent of the wavelength. The coupling efficiency to a MM

fiber is high, but it is not possible to focus the output light from a MM fiber to a

diffraction limited spot because the Gaussian mode and wavefront are lost during

coupling. The SM fiber can be used to couple a narrow band of wavelengths into

the Cypher, and the output beam quality is very good and can be focused down to

a small spot. However, the coupling efficiency is low. The comparison of different

coupling method is shown in Table A.1.

Laser

mirror

Bore in RainbowDrive: 10mm 

Fiber coupler

mirror

Inside Cypher

Collimator:
parabolic mirrorAsphere

Custom made holder: 
support purpose

fiber

Outside Cypher

Figure A.3: Design schematic of the fiber optic coupling system that launches the
laser beam into the RainbowDrive.
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Figure A.4: Actual images of the fiber coupling setup.

Power loss at each step (for 1060 nm) SM fiber MM fiber Free space

Steering mirrors 5% 5% 40%

Fiber coupler 83% 30% 0%

RainbowDrive 50% 50% 50%

Extended hot mirror 10% 10% 10%

“Notch” mirror 40% 40% 40%

Objective 40% 40% 40%

Focusing on cantilever 0% 70% 0%

Total coupling efficiency 2.62% 3.23% 9.85%

Final beam wavefront Good Bad OK

Table A.1: Percentage of optical power loss at each optical element in the fiber
coupling optical path for a wavelength of 1060 nm. The total end-to-end coupling
efficiency and the final beam wavefront quality are also listed in the table.
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A.4 Determining the spot size of a laser beam focused by an objective

In the radiation pressure measurement setup, the excitation laser is focused

by the same imaging objective (Olympus LUCPLFLN 20X) as the detection laser.

In order to estimate the focusing spot size and divergence angle (to validate the

normal incidence approximation), it is important to know the effective focal length

of the objective. Most objectives are designed for infinite optical systems where the

image distance is set to infinity, and a tube lens is strategically placed between the

objective and the eyepieces to produce the final image. Infinity optical systems allow

introduction of auxiliary components, such as filters, polarizers, into the parallel

optical path between the objective and the tube lens with only a minimal effect

on focus and aberration corrections [122]. Typical specifications of the objective

include its working distance, magnification factor, and numerical aperture (NA).

The relationship between magnification (M), focal length of the objective (f) and

reference focal length of the tube lens (L) is [123]:

M =
L

f
. (A.1)

Manufacturers have different tube lens focal lengths for their microscopes and for

Olympus, L =180 mm [122]. So the focal length of the 20x objective should be 9

mm according to equation A.1.

To calculate the spot size d (diameter) and the divergent angle θ (maximal

half-angle of the cone of light that exit the objective), it is tempting to use equations
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d = 1.22/NA and θ = arcsin(NA). However, these are only valid when light rays

cover the entire pupil of the objective, which is not satisfied in our space-limited laser

focusing system. In this case, the actual f-number, the focal length of the objective

divided by the diameter of input laser beam (D), is needed and the equations become

d = 2.44λ(f/#) and θ = arcsin( 1
2f/#

) = 9.6◦, where f/# is the f-number. The

diameter of the input laser beam is about 1.5 mm when entering the objective,

corresponding to f/6, so the spot size is 9.7 µm and the divergence angle is 4.8◦.

The analysis above treats the laser beam as conventional uniform spherical

waves. However, the laser’s Gaussian beam could diverge enormously from geometric

optics in extreme cases. So a more accurate way is to use the lens formula for a

Gaussian beam [124]:

1

s+ z2R/(s− f)
+

1

s′
=

1

f
, (A.2)

where s is the distance of the waist of the input beam (object), s′ is the distance of

the waist of the output beam (image), f is the focal length of the objective and zR

is the Rayleigh range. Regarding s′/f as a function of s/f , we can write:

(s′/f) = 1 +
(s/f)− 1

[s/f − 1]2 + (zR/f)2
. (A.3)

The magnification is given by:

M =
w′0
w0

=
1√

[1− (s/f)]2 + (zR/f)2
, (A.4)

where w0 is the beam radius at the waist of the input beam and w
′
0 is beam radius
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at the waist of the output beam.

The Vortran laser used in the experiment has a Rayleigh range of 2.12 m (from

the manufacture’s spec sheet) and the input beam waist is about 0.5 m away from

the objective. Because s/f � 1 and zR � f , the output beam waist is at the focal

plane s′ ≈ f and the spot size 2w′0 = m× 2w0 = 1/242× 1.5 mm = 6.2 µm.

A.5 Wavelength-dependent force measurement procedure

Below we list the steps needed to perform wavelength-dependent radiation

pressure measurements:

1. Replace BlueDrive with RainbowDrive.

2. Load the cantilever, focus the detection laser beam on the middle of the cantilever.

Mark down the detection laser location. (Do not move the objective from now on.)

3. Calibrate the invOLS and the spring constant by engaging to contact with a

substrate mounted on the bottom illumination holder.

4. Make coarse alignment of the external laser into RainbowDrive and made the

laser spot visible in the field of view of the camera.

5. Make fine alignment by using the computer controlled RainbowDrive to focus

the external laser on to the cantilever.

6. Remove the substrate holder.

7. Start cantilever tuning under optical excitation. (The AOTF needs to be in

analog modulation mode.)

8. Measure the power transmitted under the cantilever.
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9. Take out the cantilever holder and measure the power hitting the cantilever.
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Appendix B: Additional information about the PDLC

B.1 Estimation of droplet size from SEM image

We can estimate the liquid crystal droplet size within the PDLC by the SEM

image. The PDLC device is soaked in acetone for overnight so that the top sub-

strate/electrode is removed and so are the liquid crystal droplets. The PDLC film

with holes previously occupied by the droplets is then imaged in the scanning elec-

tron microscope (SEM) and processed with ImageJ to find the droplet size (Figure

B.1). From the image, the PDLC has a mean droplet diameter of 444 nm with a

standard deviation of 230 nm. The actual size of the droplets are larger because

the cross section might not cut through the equator of every droplet (note: the

maximum measured diameter is 868 nm).

To convert the pixels into an actual size, we need to know the pixel density,

a.k.a pixel per inch (ppi). If the image is from an SEM, the metadata file associated

with it will have the information. Without metadata, if there is a scale bar on the

image, you can easily calibrate the ppi in ImageJ. Here are the steps:

1. Draw a line on top of the scale bar.

2. Go to ’Analyze’ - ’Set Scale’ and enter the known distance.

3. Further measurement or profile plot will be in actual units.
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(a) (b)

Figure B.1: (a) An SEM image of the surface of the PDLC film. (b) Circle detection
within ImageJ to determine the droplet size.

B.2 PDLC device made with flexible substrate

We successfully demonstrate that PDLC devices can be made on flexible PET

substrates. The PET substrate is 200 µm thick and coated with ITO. Glass beads

with diameters of about 25 µm are used as spacers and spread onto the substrate

before putting down the PDLC mixture and lamination. The device’s switchable

performance does not degrade due to bending as shown in Figure B.2.
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ONOFF

Figure B.2: PDLC device made with ITO-coated PET substrate (200 µm thick)
shows good optical switchability even when it is bent significantly.
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